Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – 1-24-14
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:00 – 1:00
Call to Order. 10 AM
Introductions.
Present: Tara Gaitaud (Chair), Hilary Harrison(Co-Chair,, Michael Volpe, Karen
Stephenson, Joe Zaerr (Vice-Chair), Rocio Munoz, Verity Bishop, Amy Roy (Secretary),
Tammy Knight, Melissa Marshall, Sam Sappington, Anne Schuster
Absent. Richard McCain Sr. (Stretch), Donald Grasso,
Rebekah Fowler (Coordinator, ex officio to the committee), Mitch Anderson (Benton
County Health Department).
Guests: Larry Eby (IHN/CCO CAC Chair) Kathy Savage (Mike's home care worker).
BLAC Member Handbooks were distributed to each member. Gratitude was expressed
to Emily McNulty and Elaine Pyle for their hard work in putting these together.
Minutes - Sam Sappington moved to accept the minutes from December 13, 2013
meeting with the correction that he be added as present.
Action: Motion approved.
Concern was expressed that a consensus process be used rather than formal meeting
rules.
Next Step: This will be discussed more at future meetings.

Public Comments - No public comments.

Updates - December Community Advisory Council (CAC) meeting. IHN-CCO Health
Network Grid and BLAC response.
Rebekah announced that Heart to Heart Magazine by Samaritan has a midwifery article
on page 12. Karen Stephenson pointed out that it does not address direct entry
midwives and home birth.
Liz Baxter will come in early April to do a training for all members, local and regional.
The focus will be on understanding the work and effective communication.
Statewide CAC meeting in late May or early June. It will include Liz Baxter and trainings
around Community Health Improvement Plans (CHIP) and Community Health
Assessments (CHA).

Agenda Item - December CAC meeting in Newport reported by Hilary Harrison.
IHN-CCO Health Network Grid and BLAC response. Harrison reported that Kelley
Kaiser presented her series of grids showing what the health department and IHN are
doing towards BLAC's chosen Health Impact Areas (HIA). There was a subsequent
BLAC meeting to discuss this which led to a note to the CAC on the feedback.

Agenda Item - January CAC reported by Joe Zaerr.
Zaerr reported on the January 13 CAC meeting where Bill Bouska announced that
Karen Stephenson will be the CAC representative to the Transformation Steering
Committee. The 3-county response was presented to the CAC. Most of the meeting
was spent in talking about the CHIP. The CHIP committee will work on refining the HIAs
for the CHIP. They will put together the suggestions in a format to give to the CAC to
forward to the CCO as the recommendations for programs that the CCO should
consider. Lary Eby interjected that the CHIP won't have a lot of new information in it. It
will bring attention to what is happening. Stephenson commented that there is value in
having a baseline of what is currently being done. She has studied the HIAs and has
been summarizing them so that they will be more organized in groups and themes.
Agenda Item - Community Health Improvement Plan (CHIP).
Rebekah Fowler reported that the CHIP workgroup will be working on fine tuning the
HIA recommendations. Between March 3 and April 13 IHN-CCO and the County Health
Department and other service providers will develop measurable goals and strategies
for achieving them. One of the barriers to the CAC's work is adequate data. Rebekah
Fowler suggested data dashboard that would be useful to the CCO and their partners
as well as CAC. Sam asked about the time line and a July evaluation. That deadline is
turning in the CHIP document then every next July there will be a report on progress.
CHIP workgroup meets today and will make a plan and turn it in before the march 3
CAC meeting.
Agenda Item - Coordinated Care Organization (CCO) Quality Incentive Metrics. Bill
Bouska. Bill was unable to attend. Rebekah reminded members that there are 12
incentive metrics that each CCO is measuring that they will compare to State reality and
state benchmarks as well as Healthy People 2020. She informed the committee that the
Lund report had a recent article about money being awarded to CCOs. Hilary asked if
we can find out from Kelley Kaiser what IHN is planning to do with that money. Lary Eby
clarified that we would like to know what was received and how will that money be
allocated. Mitch Anderson commented that there was initial transformation money that is
funding the pilot programs. Then there was secondary transformation money of $1.5
million for data warehouse for this region. Mitch Anderson was not certain what money
was being referred to in the Lund Report article. He said it could be a sum of money that

the CCO applied for. He said it's not a huge amount of money and that pilots are
carefully planned because they don't have sustaining money to continue them unless
they create a savings. Rebekah Fowler reported that CCOs got a minimum of $1.25
million. Group agreed that we should ask for clarification.
Sam Sappington asked about pilots and who developed them and how will we be kept
informed. Rebekah Fowler steered the group towards the transformation plan
documents. Mitch says these committees are stepping on a moving train.
Karen Stephenson said that we as the CAC in our attempt to understand what is
happening may lose track of the community we are tasked to represent. BLAC should
be a conduit to the greater OHP community. In addition to understanding the CCO we
need to be reaching out to the larger OHP community. Lary Eby said that LLAC would
like to have someone talk to them about medical homes in Linn county and in the
region. Mike said it will be difficult to reach out to OHP people, getting info about primary
care homes may give information about how to reach members.
Hilary Harrison reported another committee she serves on is looking at Patient
Centered Primary Care Homes and how they work. Hilary proposed a list of groups who
could be invited to present to BLAC such as Latino groups, NAMI, Hilary Harrison's
other committee, Head Start Health Advisory Committee, and Parent Now Education
Group.
Rocio Munoz proposed forming a work group to plan an event where the community
can provide input. Mitch Anderson suggested planning an event around the launch of
the CHIP to ask what are people's experiences with regards their experiences in
regards to the CHIP. Ann Schuster asked about he difference between the Benton
County CHIP and the CCO CHIP. BC chip is for everyone in the county, whereas the
IHN-CCO CHIP be for OHP members in Linn, Benton, and Lincoln counties.
Tara asked for a volunteer to oversee the publicity in the newspaper. Verity Bishop
volunteered. Rocio Munoz asked will check to see that the BLAC meetings are
published on the Benton County website. Rebekah Fowler invited BLAC members to
Linn and Lincoln county committee meetings. Linn meets 2 times per month (2nd and
4th Thursday) Lincoln meets various Wednesdays noon- 1:30.
Action: Sam Sappington, Karen Stephenson, Verity Bishop, Joe Zaerr,Rocio Munoz,
and Hilary Harrison will form a work group for community outreach.
Next Step: Lary Eby will contact Kelley Kaiser to get information for the CAC about the
money. Verity Bishop will contact Emily McNulty about taking on newspaper publicity.
Ann Schuster will contact Benton County about meeting announcements in calendar.

Agenda Item - Values Statement. Hilary Harrison handed a list of LLAC and BLAC
values statements. (attach) Karen Anderson said that OHP members are experts in their
care, they deserve to be treated with respect. Joe added we need to use the word
partnership, Mike objects to the word patient; person-centered instead of patient

centered. Informed choices. Responsibility. Respect . Anne Schuster asked about a
Mental Health person who doesn't want to take a medication. Karen Stephenson said
to have conversation about why the person is not taking the medicine. Mitch Anderson
suggested the Primary Care Home Statement: "I get the help I need, when I need it."
Karen Stephenson asked for the purpose of this statement and who is the intended
audience. Rebekah Fowler mentioned that Linn County wants to focus on a "Patient
Centered Care" values statement to be associated with the CHIP. Melissa Marshall every person is the driving force of their own care. Mike Volpe proposed a sub group to
refine the statement. Karen Stephenson suggested five words - partnership, respect,
person-centered, access, and engagement, for first section. Amy Roy suggested that
the word member be used instead of patient.
Action: Hilary Harrison, Karen Stephenson, and Rocio Munoz formed a sub-group.
Next Step: The Values sub-group will work on refining the values statement. They will
email it to the group for suggestions and comment. To be ready for March 3 CAC
meeting.

Agenda Item Member Comments Tammy Knight asked about vision service for OHP
members. Children can get exams and glasses. Adults can only get care for eye
disorders.
Hilary Harrison reported that IHN received funding for mental health promotion and
prevention. All 3 counties included in this pot of money. Assertive Community Treatment
(ACT) for adults to help them be in the community. Wrap-around services for adults as
well as children.
Sam Sappington reported that many independent mental health practitioners are
organizing to form a network to interact with insurance companies and IHN-CCO.
Hilary Harrison reported that we need to form a subcommittee to recruit new BLAC
members.
Tara announced meeting room conflicts. Committee chose to meet in the downstairs
(Sequoia) conference room from10:30 – 1:30.
Action: Amy Roy to contact Benton County webmaster about changing the time on the
website.

Next Meeting. February 28, 10:30-1:30, Sequoia Room, Sunset Building.
Regional CAC Lebanon 2-5 1:30 to tour medical school.
Adjourn. 1:00
Amy Roy

Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – February 28,2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 – 1:30
Call to Order. 10:30 AM
Introductions
Present: Hilary Harrison (Co- Chair), Amy Roy (Secretary), Michael Volpe, Richard
McCain Sr. (Stretch), Verity Bishop, Tammy Knight, Melissa Marshall, Anne Schuster,
Karen Stephenson.
Absent. (with apology) Tara Gaitaud, Sam Sappington
Other Absent, Joe Zaerr, Donald Grasso, Rocio Munoz,
Ex officio: Rebekah Fowler (CAC Coordinator), Bill Bouska (Innovator Agent). Mitch
Anderson (Benton County Health Director).
Guests: Ruth McNeil (MVHCA), Karen Caul (Samaritan), Mary Sarpong (Samaritan
intern).
January Minutes
Michael Volpe moved to accept the minutes from January 24, 2014 meeting. Motion
approved.
Updates
Stretch McCain asked about the money mentioned in the Lund Report. Bill Bouska filled
the committee in. IHN-CCO received about 2.6 million dollars to invest in an information
sharing system to share information across providers to better coordinate care.
Next Step: Bill Bouska will provide the committee with a summary of what each CCO
received and what they plan to do with the money.
Announcements
Next CAC March 3, Lebanon. Public welcome. If people arrive half hour early, they may
get a tour of the homeopathic medicine building. 200 Mullins Drive. Heritage Hall B.
Lebanon
CAC Learning Community March 5, online. One hour meeting. Hilary Harrison can send
out the invitation. This discussion will be about health equity.
Training with CAC April 14 (hold 9-5) Sunset Building. Local committees and CAC in
training with Liz Baxter
CAC Summit – May 29-30, Eugene statewide meeting of CAC members. Rebekah will
let local advisories and CAC members know the details as soon as they are available
and hopes many people can attend.

Community Health Improvement Plan - Update & Discussion (handout attached)
Recognition and appreciation of Mike Volpe, Karen Stephenson, Joe Zaerr, for
their hard work.
Mike Volpe asked Rebekah Fowler to give an overview. Rebekah Fowler
reported that the group worked on prioritizing goals. Kelley Kaiser is going to
work with her staff and county work groups, anyone who serves OHP members
to make a plan to meet these goals.
For example, in Goal 2 Access to Care, IHN will take utilizing navigators etc and
figure out how they can measure that. April 14 is the deadline for IHN-CCO to
finish their part. CHIP to be adopted at May CAC meeting.
Hilary Harrison asked about payment methodologies in the Access to Care
section. Rebekah Fowler answered that the group prioritized three goals, and
payment methodologies not one of the first, but it was not left out. There are
committees working on payment methodologies, but it wasn't prioritized for the
CAC to oversee it. The workgroup tried to choose things that the CAC can really
contribute to and have an effect on. Mike Volpe commented that the CAC won't
have much input in the first year, though it is important.
Hilary Harrison asked about screening and early intervention in Behavioral
Health. Screening and early intervention has a big role in innovation. Rebekah
Fowler said it would be possible to strengthen the language to emphasize this.
Hilary Harrison asked about goal #5. The language is very different with question
marks. Rebekah Fowler explained that at this level there are mainly questions
about how it is being implemented and evaluated, rather than specific
measurement goals. Hilary Harrison suggested that the writing needs to be
clarified. Verity Bishop suggested that the CAC have input into metrics evaluating
this goal.
Hilary Harrison commented on the traditional health worker goal and the problem
with calling them “Case Managers”. Bill Bouska said that some of the unrefined
wording is due to trying to stay true to the original county language. Hilary asked
for lower case "case manager". Rebekah Fowler reminded the group that there is
a Traditional Health Worker Transformation goal and committee within the CCO
and that she envisaged that roles would be clarified from there.
Hilary Harrison expressed concern at the loss of education as a theme within
maternal and child health. She suggested adding “maternal access” to
behavioral health. Concern was also expressed that postpartum depression not
made a first priority, she requested it be added in Maternal or Behavioral Health?
Screening and treatment for postpartum depression can help a lot of children
down the line.
Melissa Marshall asked, how these goals fit in with other organizations? Rebekah
Fowler explained that the CCO is learning about the network. That was part of the grid
they put together. Rebekah Fowler said the IHN website has a database of community
providers. This database needs to be maintained and updated constantly. Hilary

Harrison commented that the Early Learning Hub has this sort of organizing on their list
of priorities.

Next Step: Hilary Harrison will write up her suggestions and comments of feedback and
send this to the CHIP workgroup .

CAC Charter Revisions (see attached documents)
Rebekah Fowler explained that the CCO wanted to be inclusive and get input on how
the CAC would work, and so tasked the CAC with writing its own charter. Usually the
board of directors gives the group the charter. At the same time CAC is asking for its
role and boundaries. The charter group was charged with clarifying roles and
relationships. Charter workgroup met about 5 times. Regional Planning Council
Planning Group looked at the changes and approved it. Amy Roy expressed an interest
in seeing the revised charter, but agreed with the reported changes.

Outreach & Engagement Workgroup (See attachment)
Decided to bring groups to talk to the committee and go out to meet other groups. One
of the first connections will be to meet with Organizacion de Latinas Unidas (OLU).
The workgroup made three basic questions to ask other groups and OHP members:
What is going well?
What are the issues & needs?
What are the suggestions?
The group will meet again and continue to refine.
Rebekah suggested reaching out to chairs of other committees to share what BLAC is
doing towards engagement.
Membership
Verity Bishop is moving, so there are now 2 vacancies, maybe 3 if Donald Grasso is not
returning. Stretch McCain says that Donald doesn't have transportation.
Next Step: Amy Roy to send Karen Caul an application via email.
CCO Quality Incentive Metrics (http://www.oregon.gov/oha/metrics/Pages/index.aspx)
Bill Bouska showed the metrics for the 17 incentive areas. These are also state metrics
that the state reports to the federal government. State is tracking these measures in
order to meet the triple aim (better health, better care, and lower cost). Cost and quality
both need to be measured. Metrics are published every quarter. 2011 data is the CCO
baseline, then benchmarks were set by the state for all CCOs. The February 2012
report is available online. Highlighted findings 13% decrease in ER visits, decreased

hospitalization for chronic conditions, increased primary care. Data comes from billing
the state gets from providers.
The incentive measures are for the CCO to meet benchmarks, and the CCO is
expected to use incentive measures to help physicians to work towards the
benchmarks. Of note: Screen, brief intervention, referral and treatment(SBIRT) is
showing low numbers, this is a function of issues around doctors being willing /
educated to use the Tool. SBIRT is a process, starts with a couple screening question
on a sign-in form.
Another metric is ER visits. statewide benchmark is 44.4. The 2011 baseline 61, JanSept preliminary data is 53.1, so it is going down, but not there yet.
Amy Roy asked, following a news report, about access to care and Trillium not having
enough PCP for 9000 members.
Karen Stephenson presented her chart where the 4 HIA categories are analyzed by
what metrics fit with each category. There were good correlations except about 6 that
didn't fit anywhere, which were all related to children. That is why the perinatal HIA was
changed to maternal and child health.
Rebekah Fowler asked what is happening with vision coverage. Bill Bouska said it is
happening but there are not metrics. It was noted that vision coverage is not available to
adults, only children. Eye diseases are covered, but not glasses.
Hilary Harrison asked about ADHD the metrics. Bill Bouska explained that they used
two federal metrics that could sample care for children that there were some national
standards to follow.
Anne Schuster asked if annual physicals for children are necessary. Bill Bouska
answered that checkups for adolescents can help prevent future chronic illnesses.
Melissa Marshall said her children went in for physical/sports physical, and they said the
child didn't need to come for 2 years. Anne Schuster expressed concern with capacity.
Bill Bouska commented that increasing preventative care can decrease acute care and
practitioners working at the top of their licenses can help relieve capacity problems.
Melissa Marshall is concerned about people taking up two slots with the change in
insurance, Sherlyn Dahl is working on a pilot project to help avoid that.
Mike Volpe asked about dental care. When he used dental care through Medicaid they
made him go 3 times for checkup, cleaning, then dentist. That is a huge barrier to care.
Tammy said she believes they get paid every time they get someone in the chair.
Perhaps IHN could address that problem.
Verity is concerned about smoking cessation. Advising to quit is not enough. More help
needs to be offered.
Report: Alliance for Kids Conference (http://www.cdc.gov/ace/index.htm)
Karen Stephenson attended the Alliance for Kids Conference. There was a keynote
speaker, breakout sessions based on age of children. She went to adolescents

breakout. The discussion was about the importance of having health care available
where the kids are-in the schools. Keynote speaker talked about an adverse childhood
experience study where 17,000 Kaiser Permanente members were studied for abuse,
neglect, violence, alcohol drugs in the home, mental illness in home, missing a parent,
and parent in jail. These experiences lead to worse health in many ways as an adult.
This is something CAC should think about with OHP members being very vulnerable to
these risks, poverty, something to think about in terms of the OHP population. This
study looked at adults who had trauma as children. OHP has a large child population.
What interventions can be done now to make things better in the future? Verity Bishop
added that she found no couples counseling or parenting education available. Support
for parents not readily available, and what was available cost a lot of money. Bill Bouska
says this issue of trauma is gaining traction in the CCO, and we need a traumainformed system. ACES assessment. ACES adverse child experiences. If you have 4
or more, the opportunity for bad outcome increases.
Agenda Item: Regional Counties meeting on the future of Advisory Councils
Mitch Anderson met with County Health advisories last week. How to optimize
meetings for efficiency and communication.
Mitch reported that the purpose was to hold an initial conversation. Health departments
have long-standing advisory committees, and all funding for mental health and addiction
used to come through the counties. Now with expanding OHP and CCOs, more funding
goes through the CCOs the roles and responsibilities of advisory councils needs to be
examined. The group is set to meet again in 2 months. Public health county advisories
are especially concerned about how the PH voice is retained in the CCO structure,
because county public health is for all the county, not just OHP members..
CAC is charged to do the CHIP with reporting based on it. County advisories advise the
county board of commissioners. Mental health had a biennial plan, public health has an
annual plan. As CHIPs become one, then the advisories join together. Anne Schuster
asked about the local vs regional CCO advisories. Regional CAC is required to have
majority OHP membership. Local committees created to get more local input. Karen
Stephenson added that it is difficult to get groups together to work on a project. To get
people together to have conversations it is important to have the local county base.
Plans in the works to standardize CHA and CHIP templates that can be broken down in
different ways, one way being OHP membership.
Member Comments Stretch McCain informed the group that he would like to take 5 or
10 minutes to see where we started and show what we've done. A time line of our
accomplishments.
Rebekah Fowler said Liz Baxter will lead BLAC in a session that would involve
something like that.
Amy Roy asked about access to providers, Kelley will be asked to address that at the
March 3 CAC in Lebanon.

Hilary Harrison has heard complaints abut transportation help with Rideline to get to
appointments. Phil Warnock in charge of non-emergent transportation at Council of
Governments could present to BLAC.
Verity Bishop mentioned a recent OSU study about the safety of home birth.
Next Step: Try to bring in a group to present to the committee. Phil Warnock?
No Public Comments.
Next Meeting. March 28, 10:30-1:30, Sunset Building.
Adjourn. 1:30

Amy Roy

Charter Workgroup
Summary of Charter Revisions
February 21, 2014
The CAC Charter Workgroup: consists of Ellen Franklin (Lincoln), Frank Moore (Linn), Mike Volpe
(Benton), and Rebekah Fowler (CAC Coordinator). The group met five times and redrafted the
Charter with the intention of clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the CAC and its relationship
to the CCO and to the community.
CAC Communication: further clarification of the communication structure is necessary; and an Issue
Brief format needs to be redrafted. These will be introduced at the April training with Liz Baxter.
Instructions: Please, carefully read through this summary of changes and the Charter to see if the
changes are clear and if anything needs clarification. A member of the Charter Workgroup will be
contacting you very soon to schedule a time to talk to you about the Charter. While this Charter
was redrafted independently by the Charter Workgroup, and a few minor changes were made by
the Regional Planning Council Management Group, it has the support of staff to the IHN-CCO Board
of Directors.
Charter adoption: Typically, a charter for an advisory body is handed down to them by the entity to
which they report, in this case, the IHN-CCO Board of Directors. In an effort to be inclusive and
collaborative, the CAC was encouraged, for its first charter, to make extensive changes to the
Charter, including the addition of extra duties. After 16 months, experience has brought us to this
revised Charter, one which the Charter Workgroup takes great pride in and believes will greatly
assist the CAC in more effectively fulfilling its duties.
Very soon, you will be contacted by Ellen (Lincoln Representatives), Frank (Linn Representatives), or
Rebekah (Benton Representatives) and asked if the Charter makes sense to you and if any
clarifications need to be made. This input will be taken on advisement and necessary changes will
be made before the March 3 meeting when there will be a brief discussion and vote to adopt. Again,
this charter has the support of the staff to the Board of Directors.
Summary of changes:
1. Overall
a. Deleted references to Regional CAC as there is only one CAC and it is regional.
b. Changed Governing Board to its proper name: Board of Directors.
c. Where Representatives were occasionally referred to as Members, these were
changes to Representatives to create consistency, to highlight that the role is one of
community representation, and to distinguish from OHP/IHN-CCO membership.
2. PURPOSE (pg. 1)
a. Added information about IHN-CCO and their relationship to the CAC.
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3. RESPONSIBILITIES (pg. 1)
a. Broke out the legislative language from what the CAC added to its roles and returned
the legislative language to the original wording.
b. Changed Vice-chair name to Liaison to more closely represent the role, and we made
role clarifications.
c. Added “Becoming familiar with the IHN-CCO’s structure…”etc responsibility.
d. Deleted proxy voting and secret ballot options.
4. VALUES (pp. 2-3)
a. Added a values statement. This values statement was approved by the
Communication Coordination Subcommittee with the idea that it might be put into
“plain language” for the CHIP, however the CHARTER doesn’t pretend to use plain
language; and the values statement fits well.
5. REPRESENTATIVE SELECTION (pg. 3)
a. Changed this to accurately reflect the actual process.
6. CHAIR (pp. 3-4)
a. Changed term length to two years to be consistent with CAC term lengths.
b. Changed generic name of local committees from Coordinated Health Care Advisory
Committee to CAC Local Advisory Committees. Local committees may choose their
own names, so long as they are not referred to as a CAC, so Lincoln and Benton may
keep their names, but Linn should change its name.
7. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (pg. 4)
a. Removed ex officios from Executive Committee (EC) and clarified their role (because
the Communication Coordination Subcommittee takes care of that need and an EC
should be composed only of Council officers). See also ATTENDANCE (pg. 7) and
Communication Coordination Subcommittee under WORKGROUPs &
SUBCOMMITTEES (pp. 4-5).
b. Added language that CAC Coordinator supports this group’s work.
8. SUBCOMMITTES & WORKGROUPS (pg. 4-5)
a. Communication Coordination Subcommittee added as a standing subcommittee.
b. Clarified workgroup language. The purpose of a workgroup is to work intensively on
a project of limited duration in order to create a recommendation to the CAC. A
section was added about this and it includes clarifying language that allows non-CAC
Representatives to be appointed to workgroups. Their recommendations are sent to
the CAC for adoption. Non-CAC Representatives make recommendations to the CAC
based on their experience and area of expertise in areas of systems delivery, quality
management, operations, etc.
9. TERM LENGTH & LIMITS (pp. 5-6)
a. Removed language around the first set of CAC Representatives appointments.
b. Added language around consecutive terms, reapplication, and term limits.
10. RESIGNATION AND DISMISSAL (pg. 6)
a. Added language around Representative recommendation to remove a CAC
Representative for failure to fulfill duties of the Charter.
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b. Added language around dismissing a Liaison (formerly known as Vice-chair, see pp. 67) duty for failure to perform.
11. LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES & LIAISONS (pp. 6-7)
a. Changed name of Vice-chair to Liaison to properly reflect their role and added
clarifying language around the Liaison role. Added term length. Changed language
to allow Local Committee members to vote in Liaison elections.
12. CODE OF CONDUCT (p.7)
a. Added this section.
13. DUTIES (pg. 7)
a. Added Issue Brief to this area. The form itself needs to be redrafted again and should
be ready before April training with Liz Baxter.
14. ATTENDANCE (pp. 7-8)
a. Changed attendance requirements around “excused” absences, number of absences
allowed, and strengthened requirement to attend local committee meetings. This
language allows for flexibility at the discretion of the Executive Committee, but
invests the Executive Committee with the ability to either correct participation issues
or recommend dismissal from Council.
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Charter Workgroup
Summary of Charter Changes
February 20, 2014
The CAC Charter Workgroup: consists of Ellen Franklin (Lincoln), Frank Moore (Linn), Mike Volpe
(Benton), and Rebekah Fowler (CAC Coordinator). The group met five times and redrafted the
Charter with the intention of clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the CAC and its relationship
to the CCO and to the community.
CAC Communication: further clarification of the communication structure is necessary; and an Issue
Brief format needs to be redrafted. These will be introduced at the April training with Liz Baxter.
Instructions: Please, read carefully read through this summary of changes and the Charter to see if
the changes are clear and if anything needs clarification. A member of the Charter Workgroup will
be contacting you very soon to schedule a time to talk to you about the Charter. While this Charter
was redrafted independently by the Charter Workgroup, and a few minor changes were made by
the Regional Planning Council Management Group, it has the support of staff to the IHN-CCO Board
of Directors.
Charter adoption: Typically, a charter for an advisory body is handed down to them by the entity to
which they report, in this case, the IHN-CCO Board of Directors. In an effort to be inclusive and
collaborative, the CAC was encouraged, for its first charter, to make extensive changes to the
Charter, including the addition of extra duties. After 16 months, experience has brought us to this
revised Charter, one which the Charter Workgroup takes great pride in and believes will greatly
assist the CAC in more effectively fulfilling its duties.
Very soon, you will be contacted by Ellen (Lincoln Representatives), Frank (Linn Representatives), or
Rebekah (Benton Representatives) and asked if the Charter makes sense to you and if any
clarifications need to be made. This input will be taken on advisement and necessary changes will
be made before the March 3 meeting when there will be a brief discussion and vote to adopt. Again,
this charter has the support of the staff to the Board of Directors.
Summary of changes:
1. Overall
a. Deleted references to Regional CAC as there is only one CAC and it is regional.
b. Changed Governing Board to its proper name: Board of Directors.
c. Where Representatives were occasionally referred to as Members, these were
changes to Representatives to create consistency, to highlight that the role is one of
community representation, and to distinguish from OHP/IHN-CCO membership.
2. PURPOSE (pg. 1)
a. Added information about IHN-CCO and their relationship to the CAC.
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3. RESPONSIBILITIES (pg. 1)
a. Broke out the legislative language from what the CAC added to its roles and we
returned the legislative language to the original wording.
b. Changed Vice-chair name to Liaison to more closely represent the role and made role
clarifications.
c. Added “Becoming familiar with the IHN-CCO’s structure…”etc.
d. Deleted proxy voting and secret ballot options.
4. VALUES (pp. 2-3)
a. Added a values statement. This values statement was approved by the
Communication Coordination Workgroup with the idea that it might be put into
“plain language” for the CHIP, however the CHARTER doesn’t pretend to use plain
language; and the values statement fits well.
5. REPRESENTATIVE SELECTION (pg. 3)
a. Changed this to accurately reflect the actual process
6. CHAIR (pp. 3-4)
a. Changed generic name of local committees from Coordinated Health Care Advisory
Committee to CAC Local Advisory Committees. Local committees may choose their
own names, so long as they are not referred to as a CAC, so Lincoln and Benton may
keep their names, but Linn should change its name.
7. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (pg. 4)
a. Removed Ex officios from Executive Committee (EC) and clarified their role (because
the Communication Coordination Subcommittee takes care of that need and an EC
should be composed only of Council officers). See also ATTENDANCE (pg. 7) and
Communication Coordination Subcommittee under WORKGROUPs &
SUBCOMMITTEES (pp. 4-5).
b. Added language that CAC Coordinator supports this group’s work.
8. SUBCOMMITTES & WORKGROUPS (pg. 4-5)
a. Communication Coordination Subcommittee added as a standing subcommittee
b. Added to workgroup language: The purpose of a workgroup is to work intensively on
a project of limited duration in order to create a recommendation to the CAC. A
section was added about this and it includes clarifying language that allows non-CAC
Representatives to be appointed to workgroups. Workgroups do not make final
recommendations. Their recommendations are sent to the CAC. Non-CAC
Representatives make recommendations to the CAC based on their experience and
area of expertise in areas of systems delivery, quality management, operations, etc.
9. TERM LENGTH & LIMITS (pp. 5-6)
a. Removed language around the first set of CAC Representatives appointments.
b. Added language around consecutive terms, reapplication, and term limits.
10. RESIGNATION AND DISMISSAL (pg. 6)
a. Added language around Representative recommendation to remove a CAC
Representative for failure to fulfill duties of the Charter.
b. Added language around dismissing a Liaison (formerly known as Vice-chair, see pp. 67) duty for failure to perform.
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11. LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES & LIAISONS (pp. 6-7)
a. Changed name of Vice-chair to Liaison to properly reflect their role and added
clarifying language around the Liaison role. Added term length. Changed language
to allow Local Committee members to vote in Liaison elections.
12. CODE OF CONDUCT (p.7)
a. Added this section.
13. DUTIES (pg. 7)
a. Added Issue Brief to this area. The form itself needs to be redrafted again and should
be ready before April training with Liz Baxter.
14. ATTENDANCE (pp. 7-8)
a. Changed attendance requirements around “excused” absences, number of absences
allowed, and strengthened requirement to attend local committee meetings. This
language allows for flexibility at the discretion of the Executive Committee, but
invests the Executive Committee with the ability to either correct participation issues
or recommend dismissal from Council.
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CHIP 2014 Goal Recommendations for the
IHN-CCO CAC
From the CAC CHIP Workgroup
February 24, 2014
NOTE TO THE CAC

The CHIP workgroup submits for adoption the following goals for the first IHN-CCO CHIP.
Adoption by the CAC will set in motion IHN-CCO’s process of considering these goals,
operationally defining them, and identifying strategies for achieving measureable
outcomes.
CAC CHIP Workgroup 2014
Larry Eby
Frank Moore
Jackie Stankey
Karen Stephenson
Mike Volpe
Richard Sherlock
Bill Wiist
Joe Zaerr
with Bill Bouska,
Rebekah Fowler,
and Kelley Kaiser
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Community Advisory Council
Community Health Improvement Plan 2014
Goal Recommendations
March 3, 2014
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Intercommunity Health Network Coordinated Care Organization (IHN-CCO) Community
Advisory Council (CAC), through a Community Health Assessment (CHA) process, based on their
three County CHAs and Community Health Improvement Plans (CHIPs) have prioritized 14 goals
for inclusion in the IHN-CCO’s 2014 CHIP.
BACKGROUND
Health Impact Area (HIA) Recommendations
The primary task assigned to the IHN-CCO CAC by Oregon Senate Bill 1580 is “overseeing a
community health assessment and adopting a community health improvement plan to serve as
a strategic population health and health care system service plan for the community served by
the coordinated care organization; and annually publishing a report on the progress of the
community health improvement plan.” The first report is due July 1, 2014.
After four months of intensive work, in October 2013, the IHN-CCO CAC submitted a Health
Impact Area (HIA) Recommendation document to the IHN-CCO. The HIA recommendations
serve as the CAC’s first Community Health Assessment (CHA), and while they prioritize the
needs of IHN-CCO members, they are based on the three more extensive County CHAs.
The Health Impact Areas are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Access to Healthcare
Behavioral Health
Chronic Disease
Maternal & Child Health

Within the four HIAs, the CAC included a total of forty-five goal recommendations. While none
have been eliminated for inclusion in future CHIPs, the CAC has prioritized 1 - 5 goals per HIA
for a total of 14 priority goals for the 2014 CHIP.
CAC CHIP WORKGROUP PROCESS
To prioritize 4 - 16 goals for IHN-CCO’s 2014 CHIP, a workgroup was appointed by the CAC
Chair. The CAC CHIP Workgroup is composed of members from each of the three counties and
includes both IHN-CCO member and community representation. In the months of January and
1
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February 2014, the workgroup met seven times and was staffed by the Oregon Health Authority
Innovator Agent, the CAC Coordinator, and the IHN-CCO CEO.
To facilitate discussion, recommendations were grouped by common theme to form 25 focus
areas. These were then narrowed to 13 focus areas through a combined numerical ranking
system. In preparation for identifying strategies to meet the goals of the CHIP, IHN-CCO
created a grid of current and proposed programs corresponding to the selected focus areas.
The remaining goals were prioritized via a nominal voting process. Each member voted for
their choice of two goal priorities in each of the four HIAs. This narrowed the workgroup down
to 13 goals. The workgroup then returned to the HIA Recommendation document and combed
through the original 45 goals to make certain that no high priority goals had been missed for
inclusion in the first CHIP. Through this process, the group made a few minor changes to the
original goals to further clarify them and bring them into alignment with some of the goals that
were not prioritized for this first CHIP. Also, one additional goal was picked up, bringing the
total to 14.
In anticipation of including youth related improvement plans in future CHIPS, the group
changed the name of the Maternal and Perinatal Health HIA to Maternal and Child Health.
The group then looked at each of the 14 goals and, where needed, further defined them. For
example, the first Access to Care goal is adequate provider capacity for primary care, dental
health, mental health, and substance abuse. The CAC understands that the CCO is required by
the State to meet certain provider capacity standards. The CAC is interested in digging deeper
than those requirements and looking to improve how quickly members are seen by their
healthcare provider, increasing new enrollee engagement, and making efforts to ensure that
IHN-CCO has the capacity to provide culturally sensitive care that meets its members’ language
and health literacy needs.
CHIP 2014 GOAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Health Impact Area: Access to Care
A) Goal 1: Adequate provider capacity for primary care, dental health, mental health, and
substance abuse.
i) IHN-CCO Members seen by their healthcare providers in a timely manner.
ii) New enrollee engagement
iii) Availability of culturally sensitive care, particularly in the areas of language and
health literacy
2
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B) Goal 2: Utilize and expand programs for all types of Traditional Health Workers and
Health Navigators.

C) Goal 3: After-hours service availability. Expand normal clinic hours/days for Primary Care
and Behavioral Healthcare.
2) Health Impact Area: Behavioral Health
A) Goal 1: Focus on child and youth wellbeing regarding substance abuse and mental
health.
i) Youth engagement and leadership
ii) Education and prevention such as Mental Health First Aid and Linn Together
(mentalhealthfirstaid.org and linntogether.org)
B) Goal 2: Stigma prevention, education, and outreach to increase general community
awareness, understanding, and the reduction—if not elimination of—stigma.
C) Goal 3: Build upon the strengths of local mental health and addiction resources,
including locally available urgent behavioral healthcare for children, adults, and families.
D) Goal 4: Assure adequate and easily accessible community based residential resources
with active treatment service supports
i) Detox
ii) Crisis respite care
E) Goal 5: Achieve functional integration with primary care through a “health home”
model or as fits the needs of specific populations of a “behavioral health home.”
i) How does the CCO evaluate whether or not care is being integrated?
ii) How is the implementation of the Health Home model evaluated?
3) Health Impact Area: Chronic Disease
A) Goal 1: Implement primary prevention strategies to promote health and reduce
prevalence of chronic disease.
i) Particularly in areas such as obesity, tobacco use, asthma, environmental toxins.
B) Goal 2: Traditional Health Workers: Adopt and implement Case Manager/Health Care
Coach model tiered system for intervention.
C) Goal 3: Increase access to screening for chronic diseases, including causative factors,
and make follow-up services for treatment available.
3
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4) Health Impact Area: Maternal and Child Health

A) Goal 1: Encourage the adoption of the One Key Question Initiative.
B) Goal 2: Provide and increase access to Maternal Health Navigators and Traditional
Health Workers, including doulas.
C) Goal 3: Focus on early tobacco use prevention and tobacco cessation during pregnancy.

_____________________________________________
Acronyms
CAC – Community Advisory Council
CHA – Community Health Assessment
CHIP – Community Health Improvement Plan
HIA – Health Impact Area
IHN-CCO – Intercommunity Health Network Coordinated Care Organization
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Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – March 28, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 – 1:30

Call to Order. 10:30 AM by Hilary Harrison .
Introductions.
Present: Hilary Harrison (Co-Chair), Amy Roy Roy (Secretary), Karen Stephenson , Richard
McCain Sr. (Stretch), Joe Zaerr, Tammy Knight, Sam Sappington, Anne Schuster
Ex-Officio Mitch Anderson
Absent: (with apology) Michael Volpe, Tara Gaitaud, Rocio Munoz,
Absent: Melissa Marshall, Donald Grasso
Minutes
Tammy Knight moved to accept the minutes from February 28, 2014 meeting. Sam Sappington
seconded, motion approved.
Announcements
5/12 Newport - next CAC meeting.
Online CAC learning community 4/12. Focus on regional health equity coalitions.
Training for CAC 4/14 Benton County Sunset Building. CAC 10:30, local committees noon, ends
at 3 PM.
5/29 and 5/30 CAC summit in Eugene.

Updates
Statewide CAC update. Karen Stephenson has resigned her seat. Gratitude was expressed in
recognition of her hard work and dedication. Mitch Anderson said that the 19th floating seat on
the regional CAC should probably be the chair. If that is true, then Karen Stephenson would not
be replaced from Benton County. Lary Eby would become the floating seat and Linn County
would recruit a new representative.
County update from Mitch Anderson. Behavioral health work group getting going. Obesity work
group has met. Work groups for Benton county CHIP are getting organized. 5 areas, three are
already meeting. Writing a lot of grants. Many for mental health and tobaccco Cessation; trying
to make the grants as regional as possible; add a full time behaviorist to the BC site; give
training to behaviorist in joining in with primary care; applying for grants for Linn Benton Lincoln
county early learning hub. Robert Wood Johnson Foundation gave Benton county award for
healthiest county in the state.
March 3 CAC Meeting Report Joe Zaerr
Meeting started with a tour of the medical school. Kelley Kaiser gave a brief report on CCO
activity. Higher than expected rate of enrollment. Report about CHIP work group. Work group
took the 3 reports that the county committees had submitted, combined them and tried to make

a list of items that the CCO might be able to accomplish that could be recommended to the
CCO. CAC discussed this recent report about what had been included, excluded, changed.
Suggestions offered by CAC to make some modifications. CHIP group will be meeting with
Kelley Kaiser in an interactive mode to negotiate what can be implemented. A response from
Ms. Kaiser will come out of this report. No battle between the counties. Sam Sappington said
that this may be the first true test of how the CCO will respond to the CAC input. Karen
Stephenson said the first 3 meetings spent without clear leadership and goals. She fears that
the needs of the OHP consumer may have been left behind for lack of that vision of what was
the goal of the process.
Hilary Harrison commends the CHIP committee for their hard work.
Also at the CAC there were reports from chairs of local committees and discussion about
revised CAC charter. Some minor modifications suggested at the meeting.
Mental health literacy campaign described their pilot program to get mental health literacy
campaign going.
OHP Transportation - Overview get copy of chart
Phil Warnock of Cascade West Ride Line presented to the group. Rideline provides nonemergent medical transportation. He handed out a flow chart on how RL works. It is run by
Cascades West Council of Governments for the 3 counties. Prior to CCO, there were about
1500 trips per month. First month of CCO pilot, Ride Line provided 2900 trips. Their call center
is the single point of entry. The ride shows up at arranged date and time. They have had
inconsistent luck with DHS volunteers. Many private providers contract for work. Client
reimbursement for those who need help is most efficient because clients have more flexibility.
Bus works well for flexibility too. They have a secure website where they keep track of rides.
The providers have access to this too and they pay within a week.
2900/month soon became 6500/month.. Since coordinating with CCO, now 9500/month 300
calls per day. Requests up to 30 days in advance. How short notice? Sometimes same day for
urgent, and hospital discharges. Would like 3-5 days notice if possible. OHP expansion has put
a strain on drivers and providers. There is a lag time for private providers to add drivers. Linn
county has 50% of need, Lincoln 30%, Benton 20% (BC has fare-less bus system). Modeling
projections made before fast track enrollment. 5-6000 anticipated, but with fast track there were
15000. 16000 predicted for 3 years out. There is some frustration in the community with getting
rides. Ride Line can run out of vehicles and drivers. How many rides a vehicle can do is limited.
The biggest complaint right now is to do with reimbursement. Oregon administrative rules have
existed but now are followed so reimbursement for foster parents especially is taking a long time
to get reimbursed. Now they need prior authorization. State used to process and write checks,
now Ride Line submits for prior authorization. The client gets a receipt from their visit so they
can get a bank card with reimbursement. When hand out money, they need to have records to
document how it is spent.
Sam Sappington asked what is being done to expand capacity? 3 new providers, some adding
vehicles and drivers. Challenge is scheduling based on someone else's schedule. If doctor
cancels an appointment, then the system has to adjust. Sometimes a patient in Lebanon has to
be taken to Corvallis because no provider is available in Lebanon. IHN has centralized their

appointment call center. Trying to coordinate with schedulers to get people in same ride need
group to have appointments at close to the same time.
Sam Sappington asked was it a surprise with the increase in eligible went from 35000 to 54000
eligible from pre-CCO days. The rapid growth was unanticipated -- growth was anticipated, jut
not the rate. Of the 54000 eligible, about 1400 unique individuals use the service each month
(2.6%). Transportation can be a huge barrier to care. If they spread the word too quickly, it could
bankrupt the program, but they also want to reach the people who need help getting to
appointments.
Karen Stephenson asked about the need vs want. It is more for the medical provider to decide
that.
Tammy Knight asked if there are barriers due to HIPA. HIPA is about privacy. Transportation is
not a covered service with regards to HIPA. Driver doesn't know medical reason for trip. They go
to buildings that cover lots of services. They do provide transportation codes, but those aren't
diagnosis codes. There is an arms length to it. No methadone in 3 counties. All have to go to
Eugene area or Salem. Yesterday 26 clients went to Salem which took 10 vehicles. They ask
for billing confirmation which doesn't say what is being treated.
Stretch asked who is footing the bill, where does the money come from, are there grants. How
can you sign up to be a driver? Reimbursement for gas, he has problem getting reimbursement
checks. Took 27 days to get a check from the CCO summit.
They reimburse in about a week after paperwork being submitted.
Federal medicaid dollars is title 19 medicaid transportation funds. It is part of the CCO global
budget.
Whose system is this? It used to be done by many individuals. Oregon has been in front of
coordinating transportation services with this brokerage system'
Hilary Harrison commented that it's hard for parents getting child to mental health appointments.
Parent can't get a ride to Portland to visit their child in hospital. Visitation transportation is not
paid for. Parent can ride with child. What if it's family therapy? There should be a billable
service for parent. CCO could make that policy decision to transport parents to family therapy
appoints. Use flexible spending allocation for transportation services.
Hilary Harrison asked how people find out about reimbursement? Many don't know they can
apply for help? Ride line took over the reimbursement part last July. Before that it was done by
different state branch offices and case workers. IHN thinking how to let members know without
crashing the system. Mr. Warnock handed out program guides that can be used to put people in
touch with transportation help. Corvallis fare-less bus system is cheapest choice, then Rideline
gives $.25 per mile for clients using their own car. Hilary Harrison asked who should people
complain to? He said to always let Ride Line know first because these are contracted transport
providers. Policy coverage type issues, they might want to let IHN customer support know.
Warnock said it has been a challenge since Jan 1, not just from the rapid rise, but also the
demographic make up of callers. A disproportionate number of people, because they haven't
been to a provider in years, have a different type of mentality. They have been told there are
services, and they want them right away. Sam Sappington agreed that he sees people who
haven't had care for years and they are trying to find where they fit in the system. Work on the
call center is hard work but rewarding for the help it is giving people. Mr. Warnock is on the
Delivery Systems Work Group. Transportation program can help point out inefficiencies. They

would like to look up in the computer to confirm an appointment instead of having to call each
provider.
Anne Schuster asked what is there for mental health kids in crisis to ER or where they need to
go is that secured transport on chart. Phil Warnock explained that secured transport is for those
members whose civil liberties are revoked. They need an attendant with them. If in law
enforcement has custody, that is not Medicaid. If on a secure hold, then it can be secured
transport. Not usually for kids in crisis. Emergency system is not for RideLine. Emergency
requires calling 911.
Amy Roy asked how do they get home. They would like more accurate times of how long the
visit will take. This is where flagging those who are using transport so that they can move
efficiently through the system to get them back to the return trip would be useful.
Phil Warnock 541 924 8474 pwarnock@ocwcog.org
Next Step: Hilary Harrison may want to look into adding parents of children going to group
therapy to the covered services.
Membership/Recruitment Update
Karen Caul's application was passed around the group. Hilary Harrison reminded the committee
that there are 3 vacancies. Replacements are needed for Emily McNulty, Verity Bishop, and
Donald Grasso. Hilary Harrison proposed that she will contact Donald Grasso to say that we will
need to replace him. There are 3 applicants, Karen Caul, Sue Webb, Lisa Dumdi. Lisa and Sue
have been invited to attend meetings but have not yet attended.
Action: More recruitment is needed. Maybe people should re-apply. Emily McNulty worked for
Samaritan in public health and Karen Caul works in Samaritan in public health.
Hilary Harrison asked Karen Caul to introduce herself. Karen Caul has been in health and
fitness. Got a public health degree. Now working with Emily McNulty.
Amy Roy moved that Karen Caul be invited to join the BLAC, Karen Stephenson seconded,
Karen Caul approved to join the BLAC.
Next Step: Ask Rebekah Fowler for name tag, Karen Caul should turn in a bio for notebooks.

Community Groups
Betty Johnson couldn’t come today, but Mid-Valley Health Care Advocates will present in May.
Hilary Harrison will ask Jen Chen of Partners Place to present, and Kelley Kaiser of IHN for
another visit. She will make a standing agenda item for Benton County Health Department
update.

Member Comments
Joe Zaerr introduced Open Notes, and Choosing Wisely. Patient engagement is required of
CCO. But he doesn't think these programs are part of that program. We could recommend that
these be incorporated into a pilot or 2. They may not require a lot of money. BLAC could make a

recommendation to CAC, and the CAC could make a recommendation to the CCO to establish
these pilots. We could include this in our next CHIP. We need to know more about these
programs.
Next Step. Joe Zaerr will gather and distribute information.
Hilary Harrison said the CAC has a stalled process of presenting white papers.The group
agreed that these ideas are worthy of attention. Sam Sappington would like an email with links
to explore, would also be happy to read a white paper.
Next step. Joe Zaerr to send out links to group immediately, then send a white paper in 2
weeks.
Action: Hilary Harrison put time on the agenda for April 25 meeting.
Karen Stephenson announced the We Can Do Better registration discount date has been
extended until March 31. One of the 5 tracks looking towards action is Choosing Wisely and
Open Notes, also CCOs and ACA.
Anne Schuster said a joint BC meeting with City council health in all policies discussion. 5:30 on
Monday March 31.
Sam Sappington shared that he was surprised in January that he was on OHP. He has done
follow-up. GT referred to the fact that many people were on OHP. 2 insurance brokers heard
that it is commonplace. Sara Gelser is aware that so many people are surprised that they are
on OHP. These people may get "in trouble" for any medical expenses. No mechanism for
verifying accuracy of determinations. There seems to be no way to figure it out. Karen
Stephenson said that people being erroneously on OHP might be a test white paper issue.
Hilary Harrison said it is a State issue not IHN issue. Pose this question to CAC learning
community.
ACTION Amy Roy send CAC link to group.
Anne Schuster asked about the mental health providers group. Sam Sappington said are taking
steps to form an association to be ready by July.

Public Comments. No public comments
Next Meeting. April 25, 10:30-1:30 Sunset Building.
Adjourn. 1:30
Amy Roy

Coordinated Transportation
Advisory Committee – Stakeholders Input
Advocates, Providers, Facilities, DHS, ODOT, COG, State & Local Programs
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- Verifies Appointments
-Tracks Providers ride costs
- Authorizes Ride

Single-point
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Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – Friday, April 25, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Call To Order: Meeting was called to order by Chair, Hilary Harrison at 10:30 a.m.
Introductions:
Present: Hilary Harrison (Chair), Sam Sappington, Richard McCain Sr. (Stretch), Joe Zaerr,
Anne Schuster, Melissa Marshall, Rocio Munoz, Michael Volpe, Karen Caul
Ex-Officio: Mitch Anderson, Director of Benton County Health Department; Rebekah Fowler,
CAC Coordinator
Absent (with apology): Amy Roy, Tammy Knight, Karen Stephenson (on LOA)
Absent: Donald Grasso
Guests: Maryam Rushdi (came with Karen Caul), Jen Chen & Kim Brown (Partners Place)
Minutes:
Michael Volpe moved to accept the minutes from the March 28, 2014 meeting. Karen Caul
seconded. Motion approved.
Member Comments:
Chair, Hilary Harrison recognized that we needed to give Stretch an opportunity to raise some
concerns he wanted to voice at our March meeting, but we had run out of time. Stretch
wanted all present to entertain the question, “What have we done?” He shared his perception
that the answer is, “Nothing!” He perceives that the BLAC keeps getting side-tracked, and that
meeting only once a month is not sufficient. He questions if we are having any impact.
Rebekah Fowler asked Stretch what he would consider to be an accomplishment. Stretch
talked about him still not having teeth and the fact that he wrote up something for Joe Zaerr
last year and nothing was done with it.
Mitch Anderson explained that the CAC is an advisory group. The CAC makes
recommendations, but it’s not an action group. There was a discussion about whether the
BLAC is truly in a position to gather meaningful information and feedback from newly enrolled
members in the Oregon Health Plan on their experiences during these first few months of
having health insurance coverage Rebekah shared her perception that the completion of the
Community Health Improvement Plan document was a huge accomplishment. We laid the
groundwork and initial direction with some of the early documents we generated, and now it’s
time to move on to the “next steps” in the process.

Announcements:
Next CAC meeting set for Monday, May12th from 2-5 p.m. in Lincoln County (Newport).
Phone access should be available as well for regional CAC Representatives, for those
who can’t get there in person.
CAC Learning Community (Live Webinar) on Wed., May 7 th from 3-4 p.m. Presentation
on the “Choosing Wisely” program, an effort to engage patients more actively in their
health care decision making.
Statewide CAC Summit, May 29th & 30th in Eugene (open to BLAC members as well.)
Register now, no fee. They will pay mileage reimbursement & childcare. Meals will be
provided. Topics such as Community Health Improvement Plans and Effective
Communication will be covered. IHN-CCO’s CAC was one of three asked to present
their CHIP out of about 32 CACs statewide.
Next BLAC meeting set for Friday, May 23rd, 10:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m. in the Benton
County Sunset Building. Kelley Kaiser from the IHN-CCO will be present.
Benton County Update: Mitch Anderson
Tri-County Hub Request for Proposals are due to the State by May 8 th (proposals for
developing an Early Learning Hub, a health education program for pre-school age children).
The County Health Department just implemented a new healthy foods policy for funded
meetings, and recently created a fragrance-free policy for their buildings, facilities and work
environment.
Some of the County Health Department “Navigator” staff members are doing outreach at the
Benton County Jail, getting inmates connected to health care and health insurance enrollment,
thanks to recent changes in relevant laws from dropping coverage to adding coverage.
Piloting neighborhood coverage efforts through programs being developed in selected schools,
and also doing new outreach efforts to the homeless and the LGBTI community. Mitch reports
there are 13 staff members working on these various “Navigator” efforts.
Mitch also reports that there has been expanded funding for hiring new mental health providers
at the County Health Department in Adult Crisis Services.
It was also shared that there are new efforts underway to examine the links and relationships
between some of the County’s long-standing Citizens Advisory Committees (related to health
care and health issues) and some of the newer ones that have formed in the last year or two,
like the BLAC.
Report on CAC Training with Liz Baxter from April 14th – Joe Zaerr
Morning session was for CAC members only, and the training was opened up in the afternoon
for local advisory committee members to join as well. Joe reported that the morning session
started with a review of CAC Charter document, which led to raising lots of questions about
roles, responsibilities, terms of Chairs, the relationships between the regional CAC and the
local CAC’s, etc. Charter was drafted last spring, but Joe, to the best of his recollection,

believed that it had never been voted on (emphasis added). Joe stated that the IHN-CCO
was supposed to generate the Charter, or at least play a role in its creation, but ultimately
played a rather minor role in the process. The CAC members basically wrote their own
Charter, with some later amendments. The CAC can recommend new changes to the Charter,
but the IHN-CCO Board has final say on such changes.
Joe reported that the CAC reviewed an Issue Brief regarding what mechanisms are in place for
OHP members, CAC representatives, and Local Advisory Committee members to raise issues,
identify concerns, or file complaints, and various recommendations were generated. The
Issue Brief is the method for bringing issues forward. First, they are considered at the local
level, then they can either go to the other local committees before going to the CAC for
consideration or they can go to the CAC from a local committee directly. This will help
committee members have the information they need to understand an issue and decide how to
prioritize it.
During the afternoon session, there was a review of the Organizational Chart for the IHN-CCO,
which attempts to visually represent the various links and reporting lines within the larger
organizational structure. Several people shared their perceptions that the links and lines of
communication are very confusing, and some suggestions for improvements and revisions
were offered. We may get a chance to raise these issues again when Kelley Kaiser attends
our May BLAC meeting.
CHIP Update – Rebekah Fowler
Rebekah reported that there were three major sections of the Community Health Improvement
Plan that are under review: 1) How the CHIP came together; 2) IHN-CCO members and their
community; 3) Goals and Strategies. There were originally 45 goals identified in the Health
Impact Area recommendation document. Specific activities are being documented, and some
may need repeated measures and evaluation. The CHIP work group meets again next week
(six CAC members, Rebekah, Bill Bouska, & Kelley Kaiser). There will be an updated draft
sent to the CAC Representatives before their next meeting on May 12 th in Newport. There is a
need to meet some statewide reporting deadlines as well as generate some baseline data.
Must also make the CHIP available to the general public, but as of now they are not sure how
they will do that other than the IHN-CCO website
Consideration of “Choosing Wisely” and “Open Notes” – Joe Zaerr
Joe presented information on two proposed programs that we may want to consider endorsing
and promoting. “Choosing Wisely” is an effort intended to increase patient engagement with
health care providers, with the goal of reducing unnecessary procedures, tests, imaging, etc.
“Open Notes” is a new system for making health care providers’ chart notes readily and easily
available for patients to read and review electronically. Joe reports that both programs have
been adopted in a limited fashion in the Portland Metro area. He wonders if these are ideas

we should promote in the Linn-Benton-Lincoln County region. Questions were raised as to
whether these programs are appropriate for new CHIP activities in our region. Do these
proposals fall within the charge of the CAC and the BLAC? These programs have a bit of a
First World bias – what about people who don’t have access to the Internet? There is some
sense that these programs would require providers to change how they traditionally operate.
Again, is that part of our charge to be giving such directives? Joe suggested this may be one
way to do something tangible without having to wait for CHIP approval or IHN-CCO approval.
Joe strongly recommended that interested BLAC members participate in the CAC Learning
Community webinar on May 7th, which will focus on the Choosing Wisely program, and
announced an information session for Open Notes on May 15 th. Given the range of mixed
reactions to these proposals, there was no clear consensus from the members present today
to move ahead on them. Internet links to these two resources are http://choosingwisely.org
and http://myopennotes.org. Some members of the BLAC expressed concern that, while
Choosing Wisely may be a very good program, it may not be best suited to IHN-CCO
members who often don’t have internet access or who may not read very well or who are not
completely fluent in English. Several said that they thought there might be other projects and
recommendations that are of a higher priority. Joe said that he would pursue sharing this with
other local committees to see if they have interest.
Guest Presenter – Jen Chen, Case Manager, Partners Place
Partners Place is a component of the Corvallis Homeless Shelter Coalition. They work with
the homeless population, and offer skills training on how to live successfully in a house or
apartment. She works with individuals and families who don’t always connect or communicate
in a typical fashion. This includes some chronically homeless who have a long-term pattern of
not staying in the same location. PP offers orientation classes. They are able to connect
homeless individuals to health insurance coverage. Research shows that access to health
care leads to better diet and eating habits, and reduced use of alcohol and tobacco. (Drug and
alcohol problems are very common with the homeless population, which can prevent them
from accessing some resources in Benton County, i.e. Community Outreach in Corvallis is
more focused on people ready to move away from their addictive behaviors. ) Jen runs the
Corvallis cold weather shelter for men, which has 40 beds and is open for 150 days each year
(from mid-November to mid-March). The shelter served 180 men this past winter. There are
programs for homeless women and families as well. Jen reports being generally pleased with
how medical personnel at Samaritan Hospital and Benton County Health Department interact
with homeless patients, particularly nurses and medical assistants. However, Jen has seen
and heard of some doctors who are not so understanding and compassionate (then she later
offered some very kind words and compliments about Dr. Kyle Homertgen at the BCHD). She
expressed concern about homeless patients having no place to go to recuperate and recover
following a hospital stay. Additionally, people with addiction problems who relapse, with no
place to go, face dangerous situations. Jen reports there are stronger and more toxic strains
of heroin and pot, and a new substance called DAB, causing problems and emergency

medical situations for many homeless people. Drug and alcohol problems are very common
among homeless individuals, and often co-exist with serious mental health struggles. She has
seen a number of homeless individuals gain access to health insurance coverage this year, but
struggle with either not trusting the health care system, or with believing that it truly is now
available to them. Many don’t have an address, or don’t routinely get to the Homeless Drop-In
Center where they can receive mail. There are many serious issues and big challenges
associated with addressing the needs of the homeless population.
BLAC Membership Updates – Hilary Harrison, Chair
Hilary reported that BLAC Co-Chair, Tara Gaitaud has resigned from the BLAC, citing the
demands of Nursing School and having an infant to care for at home. Karen Stephenson is
taking a leave of absence from the BLAC through the summer, and has resigned from her seat
on the CAC. There are presently THREE open vacancies on the BLAC. Two people have
expressed interest recently, but Hilary has had difficulty reaching them directly and neither of
them have been able to attend recent BLAC meetings. Mitch Anderson has suggested that we
try recruiting new BLAC members among other standing Public Health and Mental Healthfocused citizens advisory boards. Hilary stated that she would like a new Co-Chair following
Tara’s recent resignation. She also stated that she ideally needs more volunteer hours from all
of us to fulfill the various tasks and responsibilities of the BLAC, particularly with issues like
Membership Recruitment, Outreach Committee activities, and EMT Transport Needs
Assessment.
Public Comments: No public comments.
Next BLAC Meeting: Friday, May 23rd, 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Benton Co. Sunset Bldg.
Adjourn: Meeting adjourned at 1:30 p.m.
Minutes submitted by Sam Sappington

Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – May 23, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 – 1:30
Call to Order: Meeting was called to order by Chair, Hilary Harrison at 10:30 AM.
Introductions:
Present: Hilary Harrison (Chair), Amy Roy (Secretary), Michael Volpe, Richard McCain
Sr. (Stretch), Joe Zaerr, Rocio Munoz, Melissa Marshall, Sam Sappington.
Absent (with apology): Karen Stephenson(LOA), Anne Schuster
Absent: Tammy Knight (resigned)
Ex Officio: Rebekah Fowler (Coordinator), Bill Bouska (Innovator Agent), Mitch
Anderson (Benton County Health Department)
Guests: Betty Johnson (Mid-Valley Health Care Advocates), Kelley Kaiser (IHN-CCO)
Minutes:
Karen Caul moved to accept the minutes from the April 25, 2014 meeting. Motion
approved.
Member Comments:
Sam Sappington expressed a desire to discuss BLAC's mission as an advisory
committee not an action committee. He wants to know what the outreach committee can
and can't do. Rebekah suggested that Local Advisory Committees may want to put
together ideas for guidelines.
Action: Agenda item to discuss review of our purpose in the June meeting.
Rocio Munoz brought length of terms for positions on regional CAC expiring in October.
Action: Discuss this issue at September BLAC meeting.
Melissa Marshall said that a re-certification process has started for OHP members.
People are ignoring the letters and getting dropped. Bill Bouska said there is a yearly
eligibility check. Hilary Harrison asked what should we do about this issue? Bill Bouska
said that he is now notified and will look into it.
Action: Bill Bouska to look into the issue.
Sam Sappington asked about people who may have been mistakenly determined
eligible for OHP. Rebekah and Bill assured him that people will not be fined if they were
mistakenly enrolled in OHP.
Bill Bouska reported that there are now nearly 1 million people in OHP.
Announcements:
 Statewide CAC Summit – May 29-30, Eugene.
 Benton County Behavioral Health CHIP Kickoff - June 4th Linus Pauling Middle
School 4-6:30.
Action: Hilary will send the invitation to the group.
OHA Addictions & Mental Health – Strategic Planning Community Forum –June
9th – Salem Red Lion 1-4 PM. Questions for feedback will be online if people
want to give input and can't attend.

 Next CAC meeting – July 14 Sunset Building in Corvallis. Rebekah Fowler
suggested a celebration after.
County Update:
Mitch Anderson reported that Benton County Health Department is close to getting
positions filled for mental health grants. He handed out the raw answers to the
questions that were handed out at the regional CAC and other county advisory groups.
Rebekah asked if there was any discussion of the limits of the scope of the committees.
 May 12 CAC Meeting Report:

Joe Zaerr reported that Kelley Kaiser gave a report at the meeting.
 The early learning hub has to do with kids age birth to 6 years. An effort to start
education early to prepare kids for kindergarten and on. Mitch Anderson talked
about it at the last meeting.
 There was discussion of the CHIP report that the CHIP committee submitted to
the CAC. CAC voted to approve the CHIP. It will now go on to the CCO.
 The CAC Charter was discussed and there was some progress. That work will
continue and the work will be submitted. Mike emphasized that the charter is
meant to be a living document so that the CAC can be flexible to the work that is
going on. It is an iterative process.
 Discussion about the CCO metrics that Bill Bouska presented. Those metrics will
be used to determine how much money the CCO will get. Results of that will
come out end of June.
 Discussion about issue brief procedure and it was decided that details needed to
be figured out. CAC will go ahead with the issue brief system and work out the
details as it goes along. Rebekah Fowler said they decided that if anyone has an
issue it should go through the local committee, then to her for suggestions and
then put on the CAC agenda. Main idea is to document the process so that
committee and council members will be well informed.
Community Health Improvement Plan Update:
Rebekah Fowler reported that after the CHIP was approved by the CAC, the regional
planning council endorsed it. Megan Patton-Lopez will edit and update the demographic
data. Then it will be passed to Kelley Kaiser for review. One Key Question initiative
came before the Quality Management Committee which is mostly physicians. Within a
week of the CHIP approval, The Delivery System Transformation Center (DST)
mentioned the BLAC CHIP. If anyone wants to apply to get money for a pilot project
they will refer to the CHIP to see if it helps the CHIP.
Hilary Harrison asked what next? The ability to measure and report is still missing.
Rebekah Fowler said some of them are just in the beginning of the process, others we
can see what sort of action is taken. It is our role to give them a little time and then ask
for reports on the progress. Sam Sappington noticed that we have public comments but

no one comes to bring issues to the committee. Can we make more of a concerted
effort to advertise this meeting for people to come and tell their stories. Can we develop
mechanisms to bring people in?
Action: Look into putting into the paper.
Next Step: Sam Sappington will look into it. It may still be in the GT.
Issue Brief:
Joe Zaerr presented his issue brief on Open Notes. Committee members were sent
issue brief and supporting documents on Open Notes as well as a link to the website.
Joe would like BLAC to send this as an initiative to the CAC which would recommend
that the CCO makes a pilot program of Open Notes. Rebekah Fowler said one question
that came up was that internet access is not available to everyone. Most people access
through internet. A doctor could print the notes out and give them to the patient. Locally
we have access to our records with logging on and looking at them. But you can't see
your notes. Sam Sappington expressed concern as a mental health provider he has
been struck by the fact that hardly anyone requested a copy of the notes. Mental health
providers may not want some clients to see parts of those notes. Joe said to check out
website with the 3 experiments that were made with Open Notes. Hospitals tried ON for
1 year. Physicians understood that notes would be open for 1 year. A medical journal
reported on it. Results were that in 1 hospital, at the end of the year, there was only1
patient who didn’t like it. 3/4 had actually used the notes, some hadn't. Even those that
hadn't looked at them liked the idea of being able to look at them. At the end of the
experiment all the doctors didn't want to turn ON off. In some other hospitals a few
doctors wanted to turn it off. In Portland, a million people have ON. This is an
opportunity for OHP members to engage with their providers and be more involved.
Hilary Harrison asked Mitch Anderson if Benton County Health had My Chart. There is
different functionality whether or not just records or notes are available. Mitch Anderson
said it takes some work to convince physicians. Hilary asked is ON a brand or product?
Joe replied that it's an issue of patient engagement. It involves a switch on a database.
EPIC already has portal that can just make notes available. Portals are already there.
System to view records is there already. Open Notes is a movement, a campaign for
change. Nothing to buy or install. Mike Volpe’s helper said that there was an NPR story
said that patients were more compliant with medication. Rocio Munoz brought up that
Spanish speakers will need some translation. Concerns need to be addressed.
Action: Rocio Munoz would like to see a change that non-English speaking people will
be accommodated.
Next Step: 20 minutes on next month's agenda for further discussion of ON. Rebekah
Fowler will put out feelers for what is known and happening at the CCO
Mid-Valley Health Care Advocates:
Betty Johnson of Mid-Valley Health Care Advocates (MVHCA) came to answer our 3
questions.
In 1991 she was the co-founder of MVHCA. She is also on the board of Health Care for
All Oregon (HCAO). Mission is to create a comprehensive, equitable, universal

affordable, publicly funded health care system for everyone in Oregon and eventually
the US. Vermont is helping HCAO, and Oregon will help others. Mission statement here
http://hcao.org/our-mission/
Financing of health care needs to be simplified. How does that fit with CCO system? At
the same time as financing reform, there is a great need for improvement of delivery
system to be more efficient and high quality. Changing how health care is financed can
also affect the delivery of care.
MVHCA and HCAO recognize that there are many good things happening with
transformation through the CCOs and the Triple Aim.
MVHCA mission is to educate and advocate for the transformation of the system. It is
interested in what is happening with the CCO transformation. Kelley Kaiser and Kim
Whitley have been very open to sharing information.
MVHCA has many education activities. Gerald Friedman economist came to present on
May 16 on financing a single payer system. He toured the state and spoke in 6 different
cities. In Corvallis he visited OSU and Corvallis. MVHCA has tables at the Sustainability
Fair, Farmer's Market, Pride Celebration, and others. There is a statement of support for
people to sign. Many advocates have house parties where they invite friends and
families to hear about MVHCA and discuss their questions and concerns. MVHCA also
does photo petitions to share with legislators, and they do interviews on paper and
video and share the data with state legislators.
How to get from here to there?
2011 and 2013 there was a bill introduced in the Oregon House by then-Representative
Michael Dembrow. There were hearings but the bill went no further. 2015 the bill will be
introduced again and there will be specifics about financing (progressive, based on
ability to pay). The HCAO Legislative Committee is coming up with specifics. At some
point after the 2015 session, unless there is a referral from the legislature, there will be
an initiative for a ballot measure. If the measure passes, 2017 will be the time for a
federal waiver through the ACA which allows states to propose alternatives to ACA on
the condition that people will have the same or better benefits as they would under ACA.
She handed out 2 handouts
The first about HCAO principles and mission, the other a graphic about the Oregon Trail
to Universal Health Care.
What is going well?
2 years ago, the transformation just started. It is amazing that all of this is functioning
relatively well. We need to remind ourselves that this is uncharted. There is no road
map. The same with advisory committees and council. The voice of Benton County
comes from BLAC.
The primary care medical home is at the heart of the transformation and the fact that
everyone is assigned is a big step.

The next step is to change the culture so that the system is a team approach to
supporting and engaging with patient and family.
BLAC will continue to learn about how the system works.
Any suggestions?
Persevere and don't give up. Outreach/inreach, and inventory of resources available in
the area. Of these, choose which ones we would like to hear from and see how our
work fits with theirs. Learn more about the Basic Health Program which the general
public doesn't know much about. The OR legislature is discussing it and passed a study
of how BHP would affect OHP and Cover Oregon people. It would make it possible for
people above 138% of poverty with churning between types of coverage.
What needs to be improved? An inventory will help build visibility which is where there is
room for improvement. The public needs to know more about this structure.
Betty Johnson explained that in the past, providers were paid less for OHP members. In
a publicly funded system, reimbursement will be the same for everyone with no
discrimination between income levels of patients.
IHN-CCO Update:
Kelley Kaiser reported that about 17000 new members joined IHN-CCO since January1,
2014. 910000 new in the state. Currently Benton County has 54,074 members (21%),
Linn County has 11,440 (55.84%), and Lincoln County has 12,439 (23%).
Are they getting care? Everyone is assigned a provider. No specific complaints. There
may be challenges coming. Continuing to work with primary care providers in Linn
County about being creative in terms of access. Through the Benton County pilot seeing
who is really the provider for each OHP member they are learning a lot about how to be
efficient in assigning providers to members.
50,000 have all 3 types of care (physical, mental, and dental).
1200 have physical and mental health care .
200 have mental health care only.
2400 mental and dental care only, and the bulk of them are complex like foster children.
There is a worry that it will be harder for them to get care. IHN is disagreeing and saying
they should come into the same plan.
Phone call statistics: In December 2013 they got 1200 calls with 1% abandonment rate
(people hanging up while on hold). In January 2014 there were 4400 calls and
abandonment went up to 7%. In April, 2014, there were 3000 calls and 1%
abandonment. Call volume has leveled out.
Mike Volpe asked what is the average waiting time? It is supposed to be less than 3
minutes.

The goal of Cover Oregon was very robust. They wanted to test eligibility for insurance
and OHP but tying them together didn't work. Now the two are being broken apart. OHP
enrollment will be through Oregon Health Authority (OHA). Tina Edland is off to
Washington, DC to be lead on separating the department. The OHP enrollment piece
needs to be ready for re-determination. More than half of the January OHP members
were through fast track. Starting in July, 2014, OHP members will get letters from the
State about re-determination. Fast track enrollees were never fully examined. OHA is
trying to make sure there is still a way to get people who apply through the federal
exchange but are eligible for OHP to get enrolled. The new expansion population is fully
funded by federal, not state and federal funding.
Betty Johnson asked if there is an estimate of how many people will drop out with redetermination.
The transformation plan summary will be out July 1, 2014. The 2013 initial metrics are
out. Of the 17, IHN-CCO has met 12 of them. Part of the challenge is hard to measure
them. How do you prove a SPIRT screening if there is no claim code for it? IHN-CCO
did not meet adolescent well care visits and is looking at ways to improve those
numbers . Hilary Harrison asked about the performance incentive money. The CCO will
get part of the money. The CCOs are discussing if the money be held back should be
used to build a program to meet incentives next year.
Melissa Marshall asked about why the dental plan provider was changed for some
members. That determination is made by the state. Kelley Kaiser said she would look
into that. It is probably mainly children who were previously on health kids.
Emergency room usage. There is a time lag. Last fall ER usage was coming down.
Mitch Anderson said part of the engagement pilot is reach out to members before their
first appointment to let them know of alternatives to the ER. People who are new to
coverage are used to going to the ER, so connecting before they need care with a nurse
to find out their needs and let them know the process of getting care and avoiding the
ER.
Betty Johnson wondered if that is being done statewide or just at IHN-CCO?
Kelley Kaiser reflected on what she has learned from the advisory committees. CAC
has taken on a huge task with the CHIP and that work is appreciated. She has learned
to be clear and transparent with data to back it up. Good feedback on what is working
and what is not. She would like to continue to get feedback about what is working and
what is not. Betty Johnson suggested that people write letters to the editor saying their
good experiences with the health care change. People are confused between the CCO
and Cover Oregon. About half new OHP members came through fast track and Cover
Oregon. IHN-CCO got more fast track enrollees.
IHN-CCO is trying to make contact within 30 days for new enrollees. 99% of primary
care providers are contracted with IHN-CCO. Most PCPs have 2000 to 2500 patients so
they may be closed to new patients. Mike Volpe asked if PCPs have a quota of OHP
members? Kelley Kaiser replied that each provider group does is differently. Some do it

in proportion to the overall population. Some providers have a lot more or less. IHNCCO meets with them to encourage them to work together with groups to add more.
Lane County closed their CCO because they are full. IHN is working from a community
perspective. In the IHN service area, if they close, those people will still go to the ER
and rely on the more expensive safety net. Community members need to be cared for
and their philosophy is that it is better to care for them in an organized manner.
BLAC Tasks:Elections / vote needed in June
 Co Chair (recruitment) need to find a co-chair
 Liaison to CAC who will do it this year?
 Outreach Committee will help with what will be on the agenda

Tammy Knight has resigned. 4 current openings.
Action: Sam Sappington will follow up with any interested in BLAC, look into an article
in the Gazette Times.
Action: Members should talk to their PCPs about Open Notes.
Public Comments:
No public comments.
Next Meeting:
June 27, 10:30-1:30 Sunset Building.
Adjourn. Meeting adjourned at 1:30 PM.
Minutes submitted by Amy Roy

Joint Regional Advisory Committee Meeting
April 23, 2014
What role/purpose should advisory boards/councils play?
To provide advice
Community perspective – more eyes and ears
Pulse on what that community needs (include community people ‐ in front of county staff)
Informed opinions
Evolving beyond limited function
How to shape their programs
Rating programs /priorities
Engaging the community (different communities)
Community health assessment
Working on funding change
Integrating community functions/fulfill different specific roles/
Serving customer /not staff/service oriented
A&D /gambling
Committees just advise but MH and LADPC have statuary standing
What is on agenda for committees – some from department and some from chair/vice chair
How programs operate and public needs.
Mental health awareness and partnering with community.
Including corrections
Issues brought in from other agencies such as COG, etc. – bring in others
Consumers/community members should be represented on committees.
Purpose: to give another perspective (consumers and community)
In Alaska ‐they poled the community as to what they want in a health care system (appointments,
details, etc.)

Professionals representing consumers.
Purpose: to be the voice of the consumers to the organization providing services and to help

consumers better understand and utilize the services

Local CAC’s integrating at regional level.

Community has voice in how services are provide – consumers and general population

Bring communities concerns to the government agencies and policy makers (organization providing
service)

Bring another perspective to policies that are being set
Conduit for perspective information from pubic consumer to the policy makers


Are advisory board’s just listening ears or mouths that share ideas that are acted upon?

Help the community understand services and access

County hears from advisory boards

Monitor State changes to MH funding etc.
1.























What should the relationship between regional CAC, local CAC, PH/MH advisory committees, and
LADPC be

Meet together 1 or 2 times per year utilizing the CHA/CHIPs in conversation

There should be some cross‐membership of the committees

Don’t forget the rest of the community in the face of the CCO development
1.












Regional CAC
Folded into other discussions
Public Health working with CAC
Take leadership in MH area or other with information for CAC
Some outcomes from what is done in advisory group
Prioritize issues from committees and from CAC or CCO
Getting consumers on advisory groups
Money, how used – CCO source of money
Advisory board looking at OHP and others
Stakeholders – law enforcement, private providers, community stakeholders at the table and
prioritizing across groups
Local input feeding into regional


Public advisory has members on the local CAC. Can these groups have cooperative functions?

What do advisory committee members feel are the most critical issues for them to be involved in
for health care transformation

To meet statutory regulations

MH piece – biennial implementations to be reviewed by mental health advisory board
Access to services


Local prevention

Community food web/ including other community health care providers

Peer delivered services

Real proof whether it’s successful or if the community is being engaged.

Essential connection with the pubic

Need for quintessential public health epidemiology function
Essence of message, generating /


Too many overlaps / too many committees

Has to ultimately have one voice

Not losing people who have dedicated years or decades on advisory councils

How process boils down to how well people are being served / quality of care

How to access services and keep people informed.

How to get all people to look at good health habits.
What resources are available and how to get people to what they need.


Transformation goals – persistent mental illness to be addressed supposedly – but are they?

What to fix – how –

How you save money – use resources differently

Local committees can get input from many – what works – what dollars are there available.

There are savings in consolidations

Teen suicide problem

Integration of PC and MH

Prioritize resources

Capacity – access

Detox and MH Respite

Mental health model vs. medical model

How to get ground level information to provider

Do medical homes and behavioral health care homes have to be separate
1.





Relationship between public health & CCO
No lost ground regarding quality of care
To facilitate integration of local advisory committees and promote cross fertilization of local
committees

Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – June 27, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 – 1:30
Call to Order. 10:30 AM
Introductions.
Present: Hilary Harrison (Chair), Amy Roy (Secretary), Michael Volpe, Richard McCain
Sr. (Stretch), Joe Zaerr, Rocio Munoz, Melissa Marshall, Sam Sappington, Anne
Schuster, Karen Caul
Absent: (with apology) Bill Bouska, Mitch Anderson
Ex Officio: Rebekah Fowler (Coordinator)
Guests: Betty Johnson (Mid-Valley Health Care Advocates, Kelly Volkmann (Benton
County Health Department, Lary Eby (Chair, IHN-CCO Community Advisory Council),
Jon Tripp of Mental Health, Addiction & Developmentally Disabled Advisory Committee
(MHADDAC).
Minutes
Sam Sappington moved to accept the minutes from May 23, 2014 meeting, Stretch
McCain seconded. Motion approved
Announcements
- OHA Addictions & Mental Health – Strategic Planning Forum –June 9th
or July 9th on-line 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Next CAC meeting – July 14, Corvallis this room 2-5. Training on being an influential
leader, from 10 – 1 anyone on Local CAC is invited to the training. Lunch provided. Part
1 in July, Part 2 before September meeting.
Rebekah Fowler handed out a letter from Inter- Health Network (IHN) endorsing the
Community Advisory Council (CAC) Health Improvement Plan (CHIP). IHIN Board has
approved the CHIP. This letter is sincerely meant. There has been trust built.
Updates
County Update by Rocio Munoz
Benton County Behavioral Health CHIP Kickoff - June 4th. CHIP mental and behavior
health Workgroup met to identify 3 priority interventions (see handout)
1. Promote positive early childhood development, including positive parenting and
violence free homes.
2. Promote better communication and coordination among agencies using wrap-around
mental health service models that deploy /mental health outreach workers.
3. Expand the capacity of the mental health service system to respond to increased
referrals.

Anne Schuster added that the early learning hub for Linn Benton Lincoln was approved.
Benton County is going to coordinate with the hub, OSU, and adult services.
Hilary Harrison reported that she trained 24 people in Youth Mental Health First Aid, 14
for Jackson Street Youth Shelter.
Rocio Munoz said that it was a very comprehensive approach cooperating with Mac
Gillespie in BC Health Communities Unit.
Agenda Item - Traditional Health Workers. Kelly Volkmann of Benton County Health
(BCH) Department Navigation. She is the BCH Health Navigation Manager and is on
the statewide Traditional Health Worker (THW) Commission.
The THWs are integrated into the BC Health Dept. (see handout).
THWs are in 5 types (see handout)
THWs are not always paid, some are volunteers. BCH pays THWs, especially peer
support workers. Navigators can help patients to communicate better with providers to
help with the partnership that is necessary.
Rebekah Fowler asked if there are other CHWs than Latino. Kelly Volkmann replied that
there is one who works with Cover Oregon and OHP in Lebanon and Sweet Home.
Corvallis also has Arab, Vietnamese, and Chinese clients, but not enough to fund THWs
in those communities.
Rebekah Fowler suggested that for revising the IHN-CCO CHIP, we should look at
social determinants of health as well as health disparity.
Almost all clients in BCH working with peer specialists are on OHP.
Medicaid expansion has added more members but there is a lag in hiring staff.
BCH recently hired Michael Harris, a veteran who helps homeless people, who visits
homeless shelters.
Project Able does training for Peer Support Specialists. There is a list of registered
training groups on the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) website.
Access and utilization are not the same. Access means you can get to the system, but
if you can’t use it, or don’t know how to use it, then you don’t have utilization. Health
Workers (CHWs) help with utilization.
CHWs need support, as do peers. There needs to be management and a champion to
help the CHWs to get integrated into the primary care clinic. You can’t just drop a CHW
into a clinic, they need support and connection within the clinic.
Sam Sappington asked how are we doing on contacting people who are new to OHP?
Kelly says not very well. They are trying to get people in to establish care so that when
they need care they can be seen. It is slow going but they are working on it.

Rocio Munoz and Kristty Polanco will be Neighborhood Navigators at Garfield and
Lincoln Elementary Schools. They will be providing navigation services for student
families and members. It’s a pilot project.
Hub model may give better support to THWs. The agency in the non-hub model may not
know what to do with the THW. They are considering doing a “Hub Pilot”.
Lary Eby asked about Council of Clinical Innovation, BCH and Innovator agent are
talking with the CCI. They are beginning to work together.
Traditional Health Worker Commission has been operating for less than a year. It is
moving slowly, which can be frustrating, but it is important to do it well and right.
Action: Hilary Harrison will send a copy of the presentation to the group.
Item Statewide CAC Summit– May 29-30, Eugene
Attended by Joe Zaerr, Sam Sappington, Mike Volpe, Stretch McCain, as well as
Rebekah Fowler.
Joe Zaerr reported that he noticed that some of the CACs are much more active than
BLAC. He attended a patient engagement session where there wasn't time for everyone
to say what was on their minds. Joe also attended a Portland transformation focus
group involved with patient engagement.
Joe Zaerr was impressed by the innovative things the Lane County CAC has done like
giving incentives to pregnant women to quit smoking. Rebekah Fowler reported that it
was not successful in the first year because it takes time to coordinate with providers.
Now they are going to partner with WIC.
Sam Sappington learned that we are part of a large group of people who are going
through this process of making priorities. Some focusing on obesity, dental care, elderly
meals, smoking cessation. Possible to contact local officials to get funding for surveys.
Of 500 people, about 100 attended.
Mike Volpe attended the health literacy session and learned that health literacy is a
building block to improved health. People need to get the information in a way that they
can understand. Document is attached here.
Stretch McCain attended the session about communication. He suggested sign
language as a useful way of communicating.
Anne Schuster would like a brief written summary of our CHIP. Rebekah Fowler will be
handing out copies of the CHIP, could take out a few pages of the whole thing. We also
need to find a way of tracking the CHIP.
Sam Sappington offered to type up his notes of the summit to share with the group and
offered to compile the notes of others as well.
Agenda Item Issue Brief – Open Notes (ON)

Joe Zaerr feels we need a broader discussion in the committee about what we are doing

before discussing Open Notes. Should BLAC focus on the CHIP or do other work? He
suggested ON be left on the table for now.
Rebekah Fowler followed up about ON with her primary care physician (PCP). She
received a printout of notes from her PCP, but not at urgent care. She asked Dr.
Ewanchyna about ON but has not had a response yet.
Mike Volpe thinks that it is important for us to know what is in the notes so that we can
be educated and empowered.
Karen Caul uses My Chart but her clinic doesn’t include the notes.
Action: Open Notes will be parked for the time being.
Agenda Item - BLAC Purpose
How is BLAC going to move forward? Sam Sappington asked if we are in the position to

decide what is our charge, since we are an advisory committee, not an action
committee. What do we have the authority to do?
Rebekah Fowler personally thinks the group needs to come up with a strategic plan.
Look at the CAC charter and the legislative charge. The local level is where the work
happens. Linn County is working on a mission statement. Lincoln County had an issue
in the paper about asking if there was a gun in the home where a child will play? That
lead them to ask what is within their scope.
Lary Eby starts with what is our reason for our existence? OHP members. What makes
them healthier?
Ann Schuster sees the CHIP as a directive so that we should focus on ways to support
it.
Rebekah Fowler said BLAC should be asking the CCO how can we assist? Can we
have input on the health literacy of your documents? We can give feedback on things.
Joe Zaerr said the state gives a broad choice in the work. CCO can’t tell us what to do,
but they can ask for advice. We need to make our decision about what we do.
Hilary Harrison proposed hat we have no speaker next month and focus on our
purpose.
Rebekah Fowler noted that CAC and BLAC’s power is through influence. Sam
Sappington suggested asking the CCO Board what they want help with.
Action: Rebekah Fowler will send out the electronic version of the CHIP and will have
paper copies at the July 14 CAC meeting.

Agenda Item BLAC Tasks will be moved to the start of the July meeting.
Member Comments

Stretch McCain said that he showed up for a June 16 CAC meeting and no one was
there. He had not heard that it was changed. Rebekah Fowler reminded him that she
had announced the change.
Amy Roy suggested that BLAC think about working towards the annual report required
by the state.
Public Comments
Jon Tripp expressed interest in joining the committee. Hilary Harrison will get him an
application.
Next Meeting. ____________ 10:30-1:30 Sunset Building.
Adjourn. 1:30
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Training goal
To provide actionable information about
health literacy in order to help Oregon’s CCOs
meet their goals and satisfy Minimum
Standards:
– “Assuring communications…are tailored to…health
literacy…needs.”
– “CCO proactively provides a plan…to assure
communications in formats that reflect the needs of all
members.”

Training objectives
By the end of this training, participants will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Define health literacy
Estimate the prevalence of inadequate health literacy
Understand communication barriers faced by consumers
Recognize health literacy demands placed on patients by the health care system
Recognize the general training deficiencies of the current health care workforce
with respect to health literacy
6. Make the business case for focusing on health literacy
7. List and describe the 10 attributes of a health literate organization
8. Identify tools and resources which CCOs can use to improve communication
practices

Overview
• Background – health literacy basics
• The business case – why health literacy
matters to CCOs
• Attributes of a health literate organization
– Best practices
– Tips and resources for CCOs

• Supporting materials (available at
www.oregon.gov/oha/oei)
– Glossary & References

Background

Cross cultural
communication

Health
literacy

Limited English
proficiency

Effective clinical
communication

Health literacy: key milestones
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2004 – Institute of Medicine Health Literacy Report (Neilsen-Bohlamn et al, 2004)
2004 – Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Evidence Review
(Berkman et al, 2004)
2010 – AHRQ Health Literacy Universal Precautions Toolkit
2010 – Joint Commission’s Advancing Effective Communication, Cultural
Competence, and Patient- and Family-Centered Care: A Roadmap for
Hospitals.
2010 – National Action Plan to Improve Health Literacy
2011 – Healthy People 2020 health literacy objectives
2012 – July 1 – Joint Commission Patient-Centered Communication Standards for
Hospitals become effective
2012 – Attributes of a Health Literate Organization
2012 – Expectations of the Oregon Transformation Plan for CCOs established

Literacy domains and examples of associated healthcare-related tasks

Literacy

Cultural & Listening Speaking
Conceptual
Knowledge
•Understand concepts:
- Germ theory
- Pharmacokinetics
- Risk
- Prevention
- Chronic vs. acute
- Navigate the “foreign”
world of healthcare

Writing Reading Numeracy

Oral
Literacy

Print
Literacy

•Navigate a phone tree
•Describe symptoms
•Understand verbal instructions
•Ask questions

•Fill out forms
•Understand consent forms
•Understand prescription labels
•Benefit from brochures
•Keep appointments
•Follow signage (navigate)
•Correspond electronically

(Adapted from Neilsen-Bohlman et al, 2004)

Health literacy defined
The degree to which individuals have the
capacity to obtain, process, communicate and
understand basic health information and
services needed to make health decisions

(Somers & Mahadevan, 2010)

Health literacy of U.S. adults

(Kutner et al, 2006)

Health literacy by insurance type

(Kutner et al, 2006)

Health literacy by insurance type

(Kutner et al, 2006)

The picture in Oregon
The typical Oregonian with low health literacy:
• White
• Born in the U.S.
• Spoke English as first language

(Kutner et al, 2005)

Disproportionately affected groups
•
•
•
•
•

Seniors
People eligible for Medicaid
Racial and ethnic minorities
People who’s first language was not English
People with chronic diseases

(Kutner et al, 2005)

Low health literacy is associated with...
↓ Use of preventive services
↓ Understanding of medication use and
prescription label instructions
↓ Overall health status
↑ Use of emergency care
↑ Rates of hospitalization
↑ Mortality rates among seniors
↑ Racial health disparities
(Berkman et al, 2011)

Access and utilization
• Access to health care is not enough
• Utilization requires navigation skills (health
literacy)
– Over-utilization of emergency services
– Under-utilization of medical homes
– Under-utilization of preventive services

Current state of preparedness
Providers and systems are not adequately:
• Aware of the prevalence of low health literacy
• Aware of the impacts of low health literacy
• Equipped with knowledge and skills to address
low health literacy
• Incentivized to provide solutions (e.g., clear
communication)
(Coleman & Appy, 2012; Coleman, 2011)

Universal precautions
Problem:
• Low health literacy is ubiquitous.
• Patients hide their low skills
• Providers can’t tell
• Screening tools not appropriate
Solution:
• “Universal precautions” approach to health
communication
(DeWalt et al, 2010)

The health literacy business
case for Oregon CCOs

The “Quadruple” Aim
1. Better Health
Patients who understand:
•What to do
•How to do it
•Why it’s important

2. Better Care

Health
literate
CCOs
can
deliver…

3. Lower Cost
Health care delivery which is:
• More efficient
• Patient-centered
• Safer

Health professionals who have:
• Advanced communication
skills
• Incentives to provide clear
communication

4. Less Disparities
Populations who benefit from:
• Health information equity

Health literacy and CCOs
CCOs can:
• Support and empower partner organizations
through education about health literacy
• Use flexibility in their global budget to
incentivize clear communication at every level
of the system

Additional incentives
• New Joint Commission Standards effective
July 1, 2012:
– The hospital identifies the patient's oral and written
communication needs
– The hospital communicates with the patient during the
provision of care, treatment, and services in a manner that
meets the patient's oral and written communication needs
(The Joint Commission, 2010)

Lower cost
Excess annual costs attributed to low health
literacy in the U.S.:

$106 billion - $238 billion

(Vernon et al, 2007)

6 aims for quality care*
Health Care Should Be…

Health literacy impact

Safe

↓ Patient errors
↓ Iatrogenic harm
↑ Informed consent and informed refusal

Effective

↑ Adherence to treatment
↑ Use of preventive services

Efficient

↓ Use of higher cost services
↓Cost-benefit ratio

Timely

↓ Delays in care seeking and delivery

Equitable

↓ Health care inequalities
↓ Health disparities

Patient-centered

↑Shared decision-making
↑Satisfaction
(*IOM, 2001)

10 attributes of a health
literate organization

(See Brach et al, 2012)

Health literate organizations are
Organizations that make it easier for people
to navigate, understand, and use information
and services to take care of their health

(Brach et al, 2012)

A Health Literate Organization…
1. Has leadership
that makes health
literacy an
organizational
priority

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Policies and standards
• Goals
• Accountability structure
• Incentives
• Budgeted resources
• Planning of systems & physical space

Resources:
Raise awareness with the 23-minute AMA video,
“Help your patients understand”:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGtTZ_vxjyA
Form a health literacy team: Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
“Minimum
standard”

2. Integrates health
literacy into
planning, evaluation
measures, patient
safety, and quality
improvement

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Self-assessments
• Assessments of the impact of
policies and programs on
patients
• Factoring health literacy into all
patient safety plans

Resources:
Assess Your Practice: Universal Precautions Toolkit
(AHRQ, 2010)
The Health Literacy Environment of Hospitals and
Health Centers (Rudd & Anderson, 2006)

A Health Literate Organization…
3. Prepares the
workforce to be health
literate and monitors
progress

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Hiring of staff with expertise in
health literacy
• Setting goals for training of
staff at all levels
Resources:

Hire a training coordinator
Develop a training plan for current
and future employees

Best
practice

Health literacy best practices,
competencies & training objectives
(Coleman et al, 2013)
HRSA and CDC online trainings (HRSA,
2012; CDC, 2011)
Booklet: Health Literacy and Patient
safety: Help Patients Understand (AMA
Foundation, 2007)

A Health Literate Organization…
4. Includes populations
served in the design,
implementation, and
evaluation of health
information and
services

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Inclusion of individuals who
have limited health literacy
• User-testing of materials and
information
Resources:
Improving the Health Literacy of
Hospitals (Gaard et al, 2010)
Get Patient Feedback: Universal
Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
5. Meets needs of
populations with a
range of health
literacy skills while
avoiding
stigmatization

Redesign all systems and
procedures to benefit patients with
limited health literacy

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Adoption of health literacy
universal precautions
Resources:

Best
practice

Booklet: Health Literacy and
Patient safety: Help Patients
Understand (AMA Foundation,
2007)
Universal Precautions Toolkit
(AHRQ, 2010)

Top safety
practice

A Health Literate Organization…
6. Uses health literacy
strategies in
interpersonal
communications and
confirms
understanding at all
points of contact

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Confirming of understanding
• Use of communication best
practices
• Using easily understood
symbols in way-finding
signage
The “teach-back” technique
requires both training, and
incentives

Resources:
Tips for Communicating Clearly, & The Teach-Back Method: Universal
Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)
Booklet: Health Literacy and Patient safety: Help Patients Understand (AMA
Foundation, 2007)

http://www.nchealthliteracy.org/teachingaids.html

A Health Literate Organization…
7. Provides easy access
to health information
and services, and
navigation assistance

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Making phone systems and
electronic patient portals usercentered, and providing
training on how to use them
Resources:
Website and electronic media
design at www.usability.gov

Make processes transparent
Anticipate and lower barriers at
every step of the healthcare process

Telephone Considerations:
Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ,
2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
8. Designs and distributes
print, audiovisual, and
social media content that
is easy to understand and
act on

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Use of clear communication
principles in written
materials
Best
practice

Writing at the recommended 5th-6th grade level is difficult
Resources:
CMS Toolkit for Making Written Material Clear and Effective
(http://www.cms.gov/Outreach-andEducation/Outreach/WrittenMaterialsToolkit/
index.html?redirect=/WrittenMaterialsToolkit)
Design Easy-To-Read Material: Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
9. Addresses health
literacy in high-risk
situations

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Attention to informed consent
• Management of care
transitions
• Focus on medication safety

Resource:
Brown Bag Medication Review:
Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ,
2010)

Best
practice

A Health Literate Organization…
10. Communicates
clearly what health
plans cover and what
individuals will have
to pay for services

CONSIDER:
Financial literacy may be lower than
health literacy
Financial barriers may be at the
root of inefficient health care seeking

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Provision of easy-tounderstand descriptions of
health insurance policies
• Communication of the out-ofpocket costs for health care
services before they are
delivered

Summary
• Focusing on low health literacy is key to
achieving the quadruple aim of better health,
better care, lower costs, and less disparities
within Medicaid populations
• Development of a health literacy culture
within the organization can help Oregon’s
CCOs achieve their goals

Q&A

Supporting materials

Glossary
•

Clear Health Communication: Written or oral communication which helps patients to
understand and act on health care information (Pfizer, 2004)

•

Health Literacy: The degree to which an individual has the capacity to obtain, communicate,
process, and understand health information and services in order to make appropriate
health decisions (Somers & Mahadevan, 2010). Health literacy involves reading, writing,
speaking, listening, numeracy, and cultural and conceptual knowledge (Neilsen-Bohlman et
al, 2004), including navigation of health care systems (Kutner et al, 2006). Health literacy
allows the public and personnel working in all health-related contexts to find, understand,
evaluate, communicate, and use information (Coleman et al, 2010; Neal, 2007). Health care
professionals and organizations can be “health literate” by presenting information in ways
that improve understanding and the ability of people to act on that information (Brach et al,
2012 ; Coleman et al, 2010)

•

Health Literacy Competencies: The knowledge, skills and attitudes which health
professionals need in order to address low health literacy among consumers of health care
and health information (Coleman, Hudson, & Maine, In review)

Glossary
•

Jargon: Words, phrases, or concepts, including numerical or mathematical information,
which might not be fully understood, or may be misinterpreted by the recipient. (NeilsenBohlman et al, 2004)

•

Numeracy: A working knowledge of numbers (Osborne, 2005). Basic numeracy includes the
knowledge and skills necessary to understand and act on numerical information and
concepts encountered in routine oral and written communications. The related term,
“quantitative literacy”, defined as “the knowledge and skills required to apply arithmetic
operations, alone or sequentially, using numbers embedded in printed materials” (Kirsch et
al, 1993) can be applied to oral communication as well

•

Plain Language: Sometimes called “everyday language”, or “living room language” (AMA
Foundation, 2007), plain language is written or oral communication which is clear, concise,
organized and jargon-free (Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, 2010). A
communication is considered to be in “plain language” if the audience can quickly and easily
find what they need, understand what they find, and act appropriately on that
understanding (Center for Plain Language, 2010) the first time they read or hear it (US DHHS,
2006a)

Glossary
•

Teach Back: Teach back, also referred to as an “interactive communication loop”, is an
iterative technique used to confirm understanding and correct misunderstanding of
information by asking patients to explain back or demonstrate (“show back”) in their own
way what they have understood (DeWalt et al, 2010; Schillinger et al, 2003)

•

Universal Precautions for Safe Communication: A communication strategy which assumes
that all health care encounters are at risk for communication errors (AMA Foundation, 2007),
and aims to minimize risk for everyone (DeWalt et al, 2010)

•

Usability: How well users can learn and use a product to achieve their goals and how
satisfied they are with that process (US DHHS, 2012)

About the presenter
Cliff Coleman, MD, MPH is a nationally recognized
expert in the field of health literacy. His teaching
and research activities focus on workforce
training to improve the clinical and public health
response to low health literacy. Dr. Coleman
received his medical degree from Stanford
University in 2000, and completed a combined
residency in Family Medicine and Public Health &
General Preventive Medicine at Oregon Health &
Science University (OHSU), with a Master’s of
Public Health from Portland State University in
2004. He joined the faculty in the Department of
Family Medicine at OHSU in 2004.
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Training goal
To provide actionable information about
health literacy in order to help Oregon’s CCOs
meet their goals and satisfy Minimum
Standards:
– “Assuring communications…are tailored to…health
literacy…needs.”
– “CCO proactively provides a plan…to assure
communications in formats that reflect the needs of all
members.”

Training objectives
By the end of this training, participants will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Define health literacy
Estimate the prevalence of inadequate health literacy
Understand communication barriers faced by consumers
Recognize health literacy demands placed on patients by the health care system
Recognize the general training deficiencies of the current health care workforce
with respect to health literacy
6. Make the business case for focusing on health literacy
7. List and describe the 10 attributes of a health literate organization
8. Identify tools and resources which CCOs can use to improve communication
practices

Overview
• Background – health literacy basics
• The business case – why health literacy
matters to CCOs
• Attributes of a health literate organization
– Best practices
– Tips and resources for CCOs

• Supporting materials (available at
www.oregon.gov/oha/oei)
– Glossary & References

Background

Cross cultural
communication

Health
literacy

Limited English
proficiency

Effective clinical
communication

Health literacy: key milestones
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2004 – Institute of Medicine Health Literacy Report (Neilsen-Bohlamn et al, 2004)
2004 – Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Evidence Review
(Berkman et al, 2004)
2010 – AHRQ Health Literacy Universal Precautions Toolkit
2010 – Joint Commission’s Advancing Effective Communication, Cultural
Competence, and Patient- and Family-Centered Care: A Roadmap for
Hospitals.
2010 – National Action Plan to Improve Health Literacy
2011 – Healthy People 2020 health literacy objectives
2012 – July 1 – Joint Commission Patient-Centered Communication Standards for
Hospitals become effective
2012 – Attributes of a Health Literate Organization
2012 – Expectations of the Oregon Transformation Plan for CCOs established

Literacy domains and examples of associated healthcare-related tasks

Literacy

Cultural & Listening Speaking
Conceptual
Knowledge
•Understand concepts:
- Germ theory
- Pharmacokinetics
- Risk
- Prevention
- Chronic vs. acute
- Navigate the “foreign”
world of healthcare

Writing Reading Numeracy

Oral
Literacy

Print
Literacy

•Navigate a phone tree
•Describe symptoms
•Understand verbal instructions
•Ask questions

•Fill out forms
•Understand consent forms
•Understand prescription labels
•Benefit from brochures
•Keep appointments
•Follow signage (navigate)
•Correspond electronically

(Adapted from Neilsen-Bohlman et al, 2004)

Health literacy defined
The degree to which individuals have the
capacity to obtain, process, communicate and
understand basic health information and
services needed to make health decisions

(Somers & Mahadevan, 2010)

Health literacy of U.S. adults

(Kutner et al, 2006)

Health literacy by insurance type

(Kutner et al, 2006)

Health literacy by insurance type

(Kutner et al, 2006)

The picture in Oregon
The typical Oregonian with low health literacy:
• White
• Born in the U.S.
• Spoke English as first language

(Kutner et al, 2005)

Disproportionately affected groups
•
•
•
•
•

Seniors
People eligible for Medicaid
Racial and ethnic minorities
People who’s first language was not English
People with chronic diseases

(Kutner et al, 2005)

Low health literacy is associated with...
↓ Use of preventive services
↓ Understanding of medication use and
prescription label instructions
↓ Overall health status
↑ Use of emergency care
↑ Rates of hospitalization
↑ Mortality rates among seniors
↑ Racial health disparities
(Berkman et al, 2011)

Access and utilization
• Access to health care is not enough
• Utilization requires navigation skills (health
literacy)
– Over-utilization of emergency services
– Under-utilization of medical homes
– Under-utilization of preventive services

Current state of preparedness
Providers and systems are not adequately:
• Aware of the prevalence of low health literacy
• Aware of the impacts of low health literacy
• Equipped with knowledge and skills to address
low health literacy
• Incentivized to provide solutions (e.g., clear
communication)
(Coleman & Appy, 2012; Coleman, 2011)

Universal precautions
Problem:
• Low health literacy is ubiquitous.
• Patients hide their low skills
• Providers can’t tell
• Screening tools not appropriate
Solution:
• “Universal precautions” approach to health
communication
(DeWalt et al, 2010)

The health literacy business
case for Oregon CCOs

The “Quadruple” Aim
1. Better Health
Patients who understand:
•What to do
•How to do it
•Why it’s important

2. Better Care

Health
literate
CCOs
can
deliver…

3. Lower Cost
Health care delivery which is:
• More efficient
• Patient-centered
• Safer

Health professionals who have:
• Advanced communication
skills
• Incentives to provide clear
communication

4. Less Disparities
Populations who benefit from:
• Health information equity

Health literacy and CCOs
CCOs can:
• Support and empower partner organizations
through education about health literacy
• Use flexibility in their global budget to
incentivize clear communication at every level
of the system

Additional incentives
• New Joint Commission Standards effective
July 1, 2012:
– The hospital identifies the patient's oral and written
communication needs
– The hospital communicates with the patient during the
provision of care, treatment, and services in a manner that
meets the patient's oral and written communication needs
(The Joint Commission, 2010)

Lower cost
Excess annual costs attributed to low health
literacy in the U.S.:

$106 billion - $238 billion

(Vernon et al, 2007)

6 aims for quality care*
Health Care Should Be…

Health literacy impact

Safe

↓ Patient errors
↓ Iatrogenic harm
↑ Informed consent and informed refusal

Effective

↑ Adherence to treatment
↑ Use of preventive services

Efficient

↓ Use of higher cost services
↓Cost-benefit ratio

Timely

↓ Delays in care seeking and delivery

Equitable

↓ Health care inequalities
↓ Health disparities

Patient-centered

↑Shared decision-making
↑Satisfaction
(*IOM, 2001)

10 attributes of a health
literate organization

(See Brach et al, 2012)

Health literate organizations are
Organizations that make it easier for people
to navigate, understand, and use information
and services to take care of their health

(Brach et al, 2012)

A Health Literate Organization…
1. Has leadership
that makes health
literacy an
organizational
priority

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Policies and standards
• Goals
• Accountability structure
• Incentives
• Budgeted resources
• Planning of systems & physical space

Resources:
Raise awareness with the 23-minute AMA video,
“Help your patients understand”:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGtTZ_vxjyA
Form a health literacy team: Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
“Minimum
standard”

2. Integrates health
literacy into
planning, evaluation
measures, patient
safety, and quality
improvement

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Self-assessments
• Assessments of the impact of
policies and programs on
patients
• Factoring health literacy into all
patient safety plans

Resources:
Assess Your Practice: Universal Precautions Toolkit
(AHRQ, 2010)
The Health Literacy Environment of Hospitals and
Health Centers (Rudd & Anderson, 2006)

A Health Literate Organization…
3. Prepares the
workforce to be health
literate and monitors
progress

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Hiring of staff with expertise in
health literacy
• Setting goals for training of
staff at all levels
Resources:

Hire a training coordinator
Develop a training plan for current
and future employees

Best
practice

Health literacy best practices,
competencies & training objectives
(Coleman et al, 2013)
HRSA and CDC online trainings (HRSA,
2012; CDC, 2011)
Booklet: Health Literacy and Patient
safety: Help Patients Understand (AMA
Foundation, 2007)

A Health Literate Organization…
4. Includes populations
served in the design,
implementation, and
evaluation of health
information and
services

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Inclusion of individuals who
have limited health literacy
• User-testing of materials and
information
Resources:
Improving the Health Literacy of
Hospitals (Gaard et al, 2010)
Get Patient Feedback: Universal
Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
5. Meets needs of
populations with a
range of health
literacy skills while
avoiding
stigmatization

Redesign all systems and
procedures to benefit patients with
limited health literacy

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Adoption of health literacy
universal precautions
Resources:

Best
practice

Booklet: Health Literacy and
Patient safety: Help Patients
Understand (AMA Foundation,
2007)
Universal Precautions Toolkit
(AHRQ, 2010)

Top safety
practice

A Health Literate Organization…
6. Uses health literacy
strategies in
interpersonal
communications and
confirms
understanding at all
points of contact

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Confirming of understanding
• Use of communication best
practices
• Using easily understood
symbols in way-finding
signage
The “teach-back” technique
requires both training, and
incentives

Resources:
Tips for Communicating Clearly, & The Teach-Back Method: Universal
Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)
Booklet: Health Literacy and Patient safety: Help Patients Understand (AMA
Foundation, 2007)

http://www.nchealthliteracy.org/teachingaids.html

A Health Literate Organization…
7. Provides easy access
to health information
and services, and
navigation assistance

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Making phone systems and
electronic patient portals usercentered, and providing
training on how to use them
Resources:
Website and electronic media
design at www.usability.gov

Make processes transparent
Anticipate and lower barriers at
every step of the healthcare process

Telephone Considerations:
Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ,
2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
8. Designs and distributes
print, audiovisual, and
social media content that
is easy to understand and
act on

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Use of clear communication
principles in written
materials
Best
practice

Writing at the recommended 5th-6th grade level is difficult
Resources:
CMS Toolkit for Making Written Material Clear and Effective
(http://www.cms.gov/Outreach-andEducation/Outreach/WrittenMaterialsToolkit/
index.html?redirect=/WrittenMaterialsToolkit)
Design Easy-To-Read Material: Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ, 2010)

A Health Literate Organization…
9. Addresses health
literacy in high-risk
situations

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Attention to informed consent
• Management of care
transitions
• Focus on medication safety

Resource:
Brown Bag Medication Review:
Universal Precautions Toolkit (AHRQ,
2010)

Best
practice

A Health Literate Organization…
10. Communicates
clearly what health
plans cover and what
individuals will have
to pay for services

CONSIDER:
Financial literacy may be lower than
health literacy
Financial barriers may be at the
root of inefficient health care seeking

Reflected in the organization’s:
• Provision of easy-tounderstand descriptions of
health insurance policies
• Communication of the out-ofpocket costs for health care
services before they are
delivered

Summary
• Focusing on low health literacy is key to
achieving the quadruple aim of better health,
better care, lower costs, and less disparities
within Medicaid populations
• Development of a health literacy culture
within the organization can help Oregon’s
CCOs achieve their goals

Q&A

Supporting materials

Glossary
•

Clear Health Communication: Written or oral communication which helps patients to
understand and act on health care information (Pfizer, 2004)

•

Health Literacy: The degree to which an individual has the capacity to obtain, communicate,
process, and understand health information and services in order to make appropriate
health decisions (Somers & Mahadevan, 2010). Health literacy involves reading, writing,
speaking, listening, numeracy, and cultural and conceptual knowledge (Neilsen-Bohlman et
al, 2004), including navigation of health care systems (Kutner et al, 2006). Health literacy
allows the public and personnel working in all health-related contexts to find, understand,
evaluate, communicate, and use information (Coleman et al, 2010; Neal, 2007). Health care
professionals and organizations can be “health literate” by presenting information in ways
that improve understanding and the ability of people to act on that information (Brach et al,
2012 ; Coleman et al, 2010)

•

Health Literacy Competencies: The knowledge, skills and attitudes which health
professionals need in order to address low health literacy among consumers of health care
and health information (Coleman, Hudson, & Maine, In review)

Glossary
•

Jargon: Words, phrases, or concepts, including numerical or mathematical information,
which might not be fully understood, or may be misinterpreted by the recipient. (NeilsenBohlman et al, 2004)

•

Numeracy: A working knowledge of numbers (Osborne, 2005). Basic numeracy includes the
knowledge and skills necessary to understand and act on numerical information and
concepts encountered in routine oral and written communications. The related term,
“quantitative literacy”, defined as “the knowledge and skills required to apply arithmetic
operations, alone or sequentially, using numbers embedded in printed materials” (Kirsch et
al, 1993) can be applied to oral communication as well

•

Plain Language: Sometimes called “everyday language”, or “living room language” (AMA
Foundation, 2007), plain language is written or oral communication which is clear, concise,
organized and jargon-free (Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, 2010). A
communication is considered to be in “plain language” if the audience can quickly and easily
find what they need, understand what they find, and act appropriately on that
understanding (Center for Plain Language, 2010) the first time they read or hear it (US DHHS,
2006a)

Glossary
•

Teach Back: Teach back, also referred to as an “interactive communication loop”, is an
iterative technique used to confirm understanding and correct misunderstanding of
information by asking patients to explain back or demonstrate (“show back”) in their own
way what they have understood (DeWalt et al, 2010; Schillinger et al, 2003)

•

Universal Precautions for Safe Communication: A communication strategy which assumes
that all health care encounters are at risk for communication errors (AMA Foundation, 2007),
and aims to minimize risk for everyone (DeWalt et al, 2010)

•

Usability: How well users can learn and use a product to achieve their goals and how
satisfied they are with that process (US DHHS, 2012)

About the presenter
Cliff Coleman, MD, MPH is a nationally recognized
expert in the field of health literacy. His teaching
and research activities focus on workforce
training to improve the clinical and public health
response to low health literacy. Dr. Coleman
received his medical degree from Stanford
University in 2000, and completed a combined
residency in Family Medicine and Public Health &
General Preventive Medicine at Oregon Health &
Science University (OHSU), with a Master’s of
Public Health from Portland State University in
2004. He joined the faculty in the Department of
Family Medicine at OHSU in 2004.
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Promote better communication
and coordination among agencies
using wrap-around mental health
service models that deploy
community/mental health
outreach workers.
Expand the capacity of the mental
health service system to respond
to increased referrals.

Kelly Volkmann, MPH
Benton County Health Services, Oregon



Who..or what…is a “Traditional Health Worker”?



The continuum of services that Traditional Health
Workers (THWs) can provide in a patient-centered
primary care or mental health home



How THWs benefit our clients and community







Trusted members of the community they serve
Shared life experience
Know the culture and language of their community –
serve as “cultural brokers”
Can function across spectrum of services, from the
clinic to the community:



Community Health Workers (CHWs)



Peer Support Specialists (PSS)



Peer Wellness Specialists (PWS)



Personal Health Navigators (PHNs)



Doulas



According to the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS)…

An individual who – to the extent practicable –
shares ethnicity, language, socioeconomic
status and life experiences with members of
the community where the worker serves
 “Someone who looks like me…”




ORS 414.025



An individual who has similar life experience,
either as a current or former recipient of
addictions or mental health services, or as a
family member of an individual who is a
current or former recipient of additions or
mental health services



ORS 410-180-0305



An individual who provides information,
assistance, tools and support to enable a
patient to make the best health care decisions
in light of the patient’s needs, lifestyle,
combination of conditions and desired
outcomes



ORS 414.025



A Birth companion who provides personal,
non-medical support to women and families
throughout a woman’s pregnancy, childbirth,
and post-partum experience



ORS 410-180-0305



In many ways, a THW understands – and has
been affected by – the same social
determinants of health as his/her clients:



NOTE: Being a member of the community is
not a requirement for Personal Health Navigators
and for Doulas, so this may not apply to them…



The way the social and economic situations in which a
person lives and works influences health
◦ Poverty
◦ Social class or caste
◦ Where someone lives
◦ Gender, race, ethnicity
◦ Job type and work environment

The Social-Ecological
Framework

Policy

Community

Organizational

Interpersonal

Individual

The Social-Ecological
Framework

Policy
Community

Organizational

Interpersonal

Individual

The Social-Ecological
Framework

Policy
Community

Organizational

Interpersonal

Individual



Benton County Health Services (BCHS)

◦ Benton County Health Department
◦ Community Health Centers of Benton and Linn Counties



Peer Specialist program

◦ 8 Peer Support Specialists who work as part of the adult
mental health team
◦ Oregon Family Support Network



Health Navigator program

◦ 12 Community Health Workers (CHWs) who work as
“Health Navigators” (HNs)









A person with lived experience as a consumer of
mental health services OR as a family member of a
MH consumer
Provides support and models hope that there is
recovery from mental health and emotional
challenges
Able to share personal experiences when relevant
and appropriate
NOT a therapist
◦ “walks alongside” the consumer



8 Peers on the team

◦ Work between 10-19 hours/week
◦ Average case load is 8-10 clients



Work with mental health case managers, case aides,
and psychiatrists
◦ Must be on consumer’s treatment plan



Weekly or biweekly visits

◦ Distinct from therapist visits



Group visits

◦ Mindfulness, Hearing Voices, LOTUS, Living Well with Chronic
Conditions








Hilary Harrison
Not technically a BCHS employee, but is an integral
member of the Children’s MH team
Is a “family navigator”
Provides support, mentoring, advocacy
An important piece of a comprehensive system of care
for children and their families





Provide services on-site, in the home, and in the
community
Two of the peers work with the ACT team
◦ Assertive Community Treatment
◦ Provide wraparound services to help keep client stable, out of
the hospital, and living in the community



One peer works with the housing program
◦ Works with individuals in the community who need housing



Peer Specialists have 40 + hours of specialized training

• Topics include:
• History of mental health

• Smoking cessation

treatment
• Reflective listening
• Motivational
interviewing
• Affirmations
• Employment mentoring

• Living Well with Chronic

Conditions
• Ethics
• Coping skills
• Wellness and Recovery
Action Plans

“As Peers, we share similar experiences
and a unique connection that builds
trust with the people we support.”

“We see the person,
not the diagnosis.”



Provide a continuum of services…
◦ Access to health care system
◦ Utilization of health care services
◦ Navigation through the system



…in a variety of settings
◦ Clinical (Primary care team)
◦ Resource connection
◦ Community








Care coordination and limited case management
Health care system navigation
Self-management education and support
Client advocacy
Dynamic partnership with our Registered Nurse Care
Coordinators
◦ Best use of skills for each worker
◦ Each practicing at the “top of their license”

Clinical CHWs and Pt. Centered Medical Homes
Integrated
Behavioral Health

Education

Chronic disease
self-management

Team-Based
Care

Ongoing
coordination
with Primary
Care Team

Panel
Management

Chart review

Review of
blood sugars

Tobacco
cessation

Stress
management

Identify best
teaching
methods
Contributes to
needs
assessment

Has input into
action plan

Mental Health
services
Clinical
procedures

Assist with
Internal and
external
referrals
Assist with
social services

Charting
Diet and exercise

Barrier-Free
Access

Schedule lab
and provider
appointments

Telephone
contacts
Triage
Answer
questions
Medication
adherence
and refills

Assist with
transitions
between
providers and
phases of care

CustomerDriven Care
SocialCultural
competency
“Cultural
Broker”

Increased
health
literacy

Filling out
medical forms

Increased
“patient
activation”
and
empowerment

Transportation
assistance

Personal
relationship
building

Interpretation
services

Models
advocacy for
self and family









7 CHWs and 2 OSU interns
Enrolled over 1700 individuals in Cover Oregon
Approximately 1400 people in the Oregon Health Plan
Approximately 950 Latino community members
More than just enrollment assistance
Provide information, education, and assistance:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Sign up for CCO
Identify a primary care provider (PCP)
Importance of establishing care before getting sick
Benefits of preventive services






Rocio Muñoz and Kristty Polanco
Provide advocacy, leadership training, building
community capacity
Exciting new project for the fall:
◦ Neighborhood Navigators
◦ Garfield and Lincoln Elementary Schools
◦ Provide navigation services for student families and
community members
◦ Community, school, social service, health care resources



THW able to address barriers to care
◦ Transportation, language, culture, finances





Improve coordination of care
Increase connection to clients
◦ Facilitate communication and trust between client and
provider



Increase patient engagement and “activation”
◦ Higher likelihood of being able to complete
self-management goals and treatment protocols







Responsible for promoting the role, engagement, and
utilization of the THW workforce in Oregon’s integrated
and coordinated health care delivery system
Advise and make recommendations to the Oregon
Health Authority (OHA) to ensure the program remains
responsive to consumer and community health needs
Support and foster the use of THWs as a strategy to
assure the delivery of high-quality, culturally
competent care to achieve Oregon’s Triple Aim
◦ Better health, better care, and lower costs

Oregon.gov



Training, Evaluation, Metrics and Program Scoring
◦ Responsible for evaluating applications for training programs



Scope of Practice
◦ Responsible for defining and delineating roles, supervision
structures, and ethical guidelines



Systems Integration
◦ Responsible for developing guidelines and tools for integrating
THWs into the health care system in a meaningful way





Building an inventory of THWs in Linn-Benton-Lincoln
counties
Creating a matrix of THW roles and potential duties
◦ Similar to the diagrams in this presentation





Developing model and recommendations for how to
best employ and deploy THWs:
A “Hub” versus a “Non-Hub” model…

Questions?
Kelly Volkmann
Kelly.volkmann@co.benton.or.us

Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – July 25, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 – 1:30
Call to Order. 10:30 AM
Introductions.
Present: Hilary Harrison (Chair), Michael Volpe, Karen Caul, Richard McCain Sr.
(Stretch), Joe Zaerr, Anne Schuster, Rocio Munoz, Sam Sappington
Absent: (with apology) Amy Roy, Melissa Marshall
Absent:
Ex Officio: Rebekah Fowler (Coordinator), Bill Bouska (Innovator Agent), Larry Eby
(CAC chair)
Guests: Jon Tripp, Betty Johnson
Minutes.
Pg. 2 clarification: Veteran who was hired to work with homeless – Michael Harris.
Sam moved to accept the minutes from June 27, 2014 meeting. Stretch seconded!
Handouts from Kelly will be included

Announcements
Hilary presented Mike and Rocio certificates of thanks for their participation
Next CAC is Sept 8 in Albany at the Council of Government, 1400 Queen St.
We will meet before the meeting, at 10am, for the second part of the training we started
last month. Lunch will be served between the training and the CAC meeting.
Reminders: next week, July 29, IHN-CCO community board, from 5:30-7:30pm, at the
Sunset Building
Save the Date - December 3 and 4 is the next Transformation Center Conference at the
Oregon Convention Center in Portland. Grant funding for attendees will be more limited
than the previous two conferences.
August 12, community celebration to recognize IHN, 7pm, at the Corvallis Library.
Promote what the CAC has been doing, highlight the CHIP, get input for membership.
Joe, Rebekah, Betty and Larry to meet briefly
Online learning community – activity in August – Sam will send out information

CAC – Performance Report review: Bill Bouska
This report is the final 2013 report – to view electronically go to
http://www.oregon.gov/oha/Metrics/Pages/index.aspx

Report covers how each CCO did on their measures.
It is important for us to know how the CCO is being measured.
There are 33 performance measures; 2011 data set the baseline for these measures.
Page 3 talks about the structure for the metrics. A Statewide Committee uses a public
process to identify objective outcome and quality measures/benchmarks.
A bank account was set up with the money from the federal payment to go toward
incentive payments for those CCO’s that meet certain benchmarks. Each CCO needs to
meet targets on at least 12 of the 17 incentive measures in order to receive the full
amount of money – IHN-CCO met 11.9 and thus received only 84% of their incentive
funding. Had we the made 12, we would have received 104%.
Improvement statewide on all 14 of the incentive measures (pg. 8)
P9, IHN met 84%, pg. 10 shows that some earned more than 100% you received some
of the additional funds
Last year, measures were defined and chosen – in practice this year, the CCO’s all had
to learn the process, the way to code, the work flow, how to properly submit the codes,
internal system working with the definition of the measures… all part of the learning
process. The measures will remain the same for next year but 2015 measures will
change.
How to read the measure and understand how the data is displayed. Benchmark is the
state goal. Some goals are to decrease, while others are to increase.
Executive summary is online

Agenda Item - CAC Report – July 14 IHN-CCO CAC Meeting.
We had a great turn-out for the CAC Leadership and Communication Training. It was
very valuable and recommend that everyone from the CAC and local committees to the
CAC attend the next session on Sept 8.
Kelley Kaiser, IHN-CCO CEO passed out information about the transformation items
that we are doing. It fits in with our CHIP – Please see attached document for Quality
Metrics from Kelley
Rebekah is looking for training ideas of what we want or need at future meetings.

Agenda Item - CHIP Update
Copies of the CHIP are available, hard copy and online,
http://www.samhealth.org/healthplans/community/Pages/Community-HealthImprovement-Plan.aspx
Meeting about next steps for the coming year will be planned and work group decided

Agenda Item - 2013 IHN-CCO Metrics
Please see attached document for Quality Metrics from Kelley Kaiser
From Kelley – Rebekah reported-work needed in some areas: adolescent well care
visits, mental/physical health assessments, SBIRT (screening brief intervention and
referral to treatment for alcohol/drug addiction), colorectal cancer screening (use of FIT
– fecal immunochemical testing), follow up from inpatient mental health hospitalization
(within 7 days of discharge).
Proof of concept (or Pilot Project) Why do it in a small focused area first?
To see if it is a program worth replicating.
Adolescent well care visits. The transformation plan and a committee that oversees this
plan have been taking application for pilot projects – how can we transform our care?
Some of these pilots are cutting edge and in line with our CHIP, very exciting! Not sure
how much they will move the metrics but once replicated it could move it greatly.
Hospital to home pilot is now moving to two more hospitals. A little extra care is
decreasing readmission rates.
We didn’t meet mental/physical assessment – lack of communication in how to properly
document this in the chart has a lot to do with our not meeting. Improving relationships
with case workers will also improve metric
SBIRT, takes some time for: providers to be educated, learn who does it, work through
billing issues. There are new projects underway to streamline our process
Colorectal screening – physicians are excited about offering improved, FIT, to meet
metric, good/effective test for blood in the stool
Depression screening – don’t just screen, have a plan in place to move forward
Sam talked about SHS inpatient psychiatric ward staff having a historic pattern of
not providing quality communication of treatment summary of individuals who
have been hospitalized, rarely coordinating care with ongoing provider who will
be caring for patient after discharge, and often not even notifying the ongoing
provider when a patient is discharged. This metric could improve if there was a
responsibility to communicate with a patient’s ongoing providers.
Patient centered primary care home certification –
Hilary, overall question – we didn’t meet standard this year, will we meet for the coming
year? Do we need to hire more along the lines of prevention measures (Rocio). Can we
share best practices between groups. (Larry) the board of IHN meets next month and
sure this will be on the agenda.
Discussion on prevention, collaboration within our communities and the counties,
figuring out who can/should take the lead, how to work best with each other,

Agenda Item - BLAC Purpose
Job of BLAC:
 Monitor, update, report on CHIP
 Prevention and transform the system
 Collaborate with and advise the CCO for health improvement

 Thru – identify and work on issues. We get these issues from the CCO,
CAC, and the community
In order to do this we must:
 be informed
 recruit and retain members and

 be engaged and active

What are we doing in this room and at this meeting?
Next Step: bring CHIP to meeting to go over items
We have lots of opportunity – decide on something we can do. Take a position and find
interests. Grassroots style education – peer to peer. We are ambassadors
Advise vs Do? Educate the community. The big picture = transformation. What is our
Scope. Look at the Metrics and connect them to the CHIP
Issue briefs – working with quality metrics to work on specific projects
Sam: meaningful way to interact with new OHP members? But there is really no funding
available to send out surveys as we talked about. Can we gather any of our own data?
We have learned we are falling short on some of our metrics from state data – maybe
we are charged to work on some of these. How do we engage our community
members more – education, newspaper stories? Advise vs Doing/Educating our
community.
Rebekah reminded the group that the charge of the BLAC is to advise the CAC. The
BLAC isn’t authorized to speak on behalf of the CCO or the CAC unless expressly
asked to by the CAC.
Joe: we need to agree on some of the basics. Do we agree, in a bigger picture, with the
transformation? Two CAC Representatives from each county to come together in a
group to define where we are going – put together a committee to work together to send
back to each county. Find a way for 3 counties to be united in communication in a
coordinated way. (Larry informed us that this idea is in place, but we don’t have
members rounding out the committee from the other counties)

We need something to do – we need guidelines about what we can do - from the CCO.
We don’t need to be limited by funding.
Rebekah said that there will be a group formed to look more at the scope and direction
of the local committees and the CAC with members from each local advisory committee.
There is a huge survey of OHP members on a state level underway right now, and we
need to look at that data when available. We need to stay within our scope. It would be
helpful if Mitch Anderson from the Benton County Health Director was here. Support of
the local committees gives more input to the CAC. CAC is to educate the community.
Local committees are to get more community input. Outreach needs to be in an
intentional way.
What is the purpose? We are not a political group, we are not surveying members.
Ann: How does the CHIP fit within the CCO?
We can communicate about upcoming events to get community members to attend
we can look at our CHIP, match with the metrics, and review and discuss among the
group and base our actions and directions on this document.
Mike Volpe: Comments I make in the community (publically) can be from me personally,
from me as a member of BLAC, or the CAC. I choose accordingly as I am passing along
education, information, or opinion.
Larry Eby: Frank sent out an email, Linn Co, regional process, all county groups are
working to figure out their purpose now that CHIP is finished. Our goal is to help OHP
members. I will work to get this committee moving.
Agenda Item - BLAC Tasks
Elections / Vote needed
Co Chair (recruitment) – Sam Sappington, unanimously approved
Liaison to CAC Outreach Committee – Karen Caul
Next Meeting. Friday, August 29th, 10 a.m. to Noon, Sunset Building.
Adjourn. 1:30

Benton Local Advisory Committee Minutes – Friday, August 29, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Call To Order: Meeting was called to order by Co-Chair, Sam Sappington at 10:08 a.m.
Introductions:
Present: Sam Sappington, Richard McCain, Sr. (Stretch), Joe Zaerr, Anne Schuster,
Rocio Munoz, Michael Volpe
Ex-Officio: Rebekah Fowler, CAC Coordinator; Bill Bouska, Oregon Health Authority
Innovator Agent; Larry Eby, CAC Chair
Absent (with apology): Amy Roy, Hilary Harrison (Chair), Karen Caul, Melissa Marshall,
Mitch Anderson (ex-officio) Director of Benton County Health Department.
Quorum Discussion:
There are 15 seats on the BLAC, but only 10 are filled, so it was decided that having 6 in
attendance makes for a quorum.
Stretch announced that Mike Harris, who was to work with vets and the homeless, is no
longer with Benton County Health Services.
Minutes from our July BLAC meeting were approved (Mike Volpe first, Munoz second)
Member concerns:
Ann Schuster said she read in the paper that the Feds are threatening to take back
some of the money from the CCOs. Bill Bouska addressed this. He said that this is
related to the Expansion Population, which the Feds are paying 100% for the next 3
years (compared to 60% for those who were already on Medicaid). This was an issue
for the Feds, (CMS). The accountant side of CMS wants to see consistency in the ways
that states establish rates for services. They are used to the Fee for Service model of
payment and so they sent a letter to Oregon expressing concern with some of the ways
Oregon is establishing rates through the new CCOs. CMS is an enormous agency and it
seems that the there was miscommunication within their agency.
Higher CHM leadership, since then, sent Oregon a letter saying that CMS is supportive
of what Oregon is doing and that it will be worked out at the higher levels of CMS
administration. Oregon will not have to pay back federal funds.
Sam Sappington asked about what is being planned for 3 years from now regarding how
the State will pay for Medicaid once the federal support dries up at the end of the 3-year
period.
Bill said this was the primary concern of many states that chose not to take the waiver.
Oregon saw this as an opportunity to reform the healthcare system and to meet the triple
aim of better care, better health, at cheaper costs. Alternative payment methodologies
are an important part of meeting the triple aim in reforming the system. The idea is that

Health Reform will bring about savings so that this system can be sustainable. So far,
there are indications that we are on track.
CAC Liaison election
Joe expressed concern about voting with several BLAC members missing and so
perhaps the vote should be delayed.
Rebekah Fowler and Sam Sappington pointed out that Melissa Marshall has expressed
interest in being the new Liaison, Hilary Harrison supports this, and no one else who is
eligible is interested in taking the position.
Ann Schuster made a motion to elect Melissa Marshall as the new Liaison and the vote
was carried. Melissa Marshall is the new CAC Liaison for Benton County.
CAC Update – Rebekah Fowler
Rebekah reported that the IHN-CCO Board and the CAC received a letter from the State
of Oregon accepting our CHIP and Transformation Plan without changes. Another letter
will be coming in October with guidance and recommendations for completing our firstyear progress report, due next July.
The CAC is trying to do its own strategic planning, similar to the local advisory councils.
The Communication Coordination Committee will be holding its first meetings in
September, with a focus on improving communication between the Counties and the
CAC, as well as between the CAC and the IHN-CCO Board. There will be an additional
focus on addressing health care disparities across the region.
There will be a statewide Transformation Center Summit on healthcare transformation
efforts December 3rd and 4th (Thursday and Friday) at the Portland Convention Center.
This will be open to a nationwide audience of participants, as Oregon is generating
national attention with our CCO model. Both Rebekah and Bill stated that there will be
lower levels of scholarship funds and reimbursement funds for this conference,
compared to the conference in Eugene last May.
Rebekah also stated that healthcare transformations for Oregon’s public employees are
slated to begin this fall, with the hopes of moving them into a similar coordinated care,
medical home model as has been developed for Oregon Health Plan members.
Positions & Interests Exercise:
Building upon the ideas and exercises that Kevin Boyle led us through in our July
training, Rebekah had the members present today start by brainstorming a list of
possible interests, goals, or priorities. The ideas generated included:
Promoting “Open Notes”
Increase access to mental health services
Increase education and awareness of mental health issues
Patient engagement
Decrease healthcare disparities
All of our healthcare clinics in Benton County should work toward being PCPCH Tier 3
Making Benton County Tobacco & E-Cigarette Free

One Key Question Initiative (“Do you want become pregnant this year?”)
Increase access to oral health care and dental care resources
Increase and expand the presence and hiring of multi-lingual interpreters
Increase utilization of services by traditional health workers
Among this list of brainstormed items, the group chose to focus on the One Key
Question Initiative for the purposes of this training exercise. We continued our
brainstorming on the possible benefits or desired outcomes of this particular initiative.
Ideas generated include:
Population Control
Reducing unwanted/unplanned pregnancies (currently ~50% of all pregnancies)
Preparing for having a child before becoming pregnant
Promoting taking Folic Acid in advance of becoming pregnant
Opportunities to educate and inform patients about birth control options
Improving child and maternal health overall
Decrease numbers of children living in poverty (in Oregon, the majority of childbirths
occur in OHP households)
Decrease abortions (~40% of unwanted pregnancies lead to abortions)
OKQ Initiative can facilitate interventions in cases of sexual abuse & domestic violence
We could all see that the One Key Question Initiative could easily branch out in a variety
of directions, tap into a wide range of efforts, and address an array of public health
needs. Concerns were raised on whether or not health care providers have the time to
engage in such questions and conversations with patients. The exercise seemed to
move members’ thinking more into the open area of exploring possibilities and
expanding our potential activities.
Brainstorming on Where We Go From Here
Sam stated that he feels he has not been asked to contribute in any meaningful advisory
capacity to the BLAC since he started attending meetings last November. He says he
feels like we are not free to initiate our own projects. Instead, it feels like we must wait
for something to come down to us, some request to do work for the CAC or the IHNCCO Board, and we just seem to be waiting around. He asked if others feel that way.
Ann says she feels satisfied with her participation and with not being asked to do specific
tasks. Mike Volpe agreed.
Bill Bouska said there is a process for the BLAC to choose an issue important to Benton
County and rally around that.
Joe Zaerr agrees that the BLAC needs to choose an issue to rally around and get to
work on. He believes that is why we’re losing members on the BLAC and have lost
membership.
Larry Eby said that the committees and council worked long and hard to to create a
Charter and to hire a Coordinator, then to create a CHA and CHIP process and deliver
the CHIP. Now we’re working on putting together the Communication Coordination
Subcommittee so we can do strategic planning and give more direction.

Joe Zaerr said that so far what he’s heard about in this conversation is history. Now, we
need to focus on moving forward.
Sam Sappington said that he would like this to be put at the top of the agenda for the
next meeting, which is the fourth Friday of September, 10:30-1:30.
Sam Sappington said that the committee needs more clarity on what we can and cannot
do. Joe disagreed. He said we have been given clarity. Sam disagreed. (All very
respectfully).
Rebekah said she hears the frustration and is concerned about it, but that there aren’t
new answers. She said to Sam Sappington that she thinks he doesn’t like the answers
he’s getting and so he keeps asking the same questions. She said that the Issue Brief
was a process for bringing issues up to the CCO, for example, and that it’s true that it is
not the job of the BLAC to go to the media. However, if they wanted to do a press
release, they could do that through Mitch Anderson, Benton County Health Director, as
this committee is his responsibility and media communication should go through him or
the CCO.
Mike Volpe said that it has been suggested that we discuss this at the next meeting. He
wanted to wait until that meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:15ish.

Benton Local Advisory Committee (BLAC) Minutes
Friday, October 24, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 AM – 1:30 PM
Call To Order: Meeting was called to order by Chair, Hilary Harrison at 10:33
AM.
Introductions:
Present: Hilary Harrison (Chair),Sam Sappington (Co-Chair), Amy Roy
(Secretary), Richard McCain, Sr. (Stretch), Melissa Marshall, Joe Zaerr, Anne
Schuster, Karen Caul.
Ex-Officio: Lawrence Eby, CAC Chair, Rebekah Fowler, CAC Coordinator
Mitch Anderson (Director, Benton County Health Department
Absent (with apology): Michael Volpe
Guests: Marisabel Gouverneur, Judy Ball, Simon Odentz (Willamette
Neighorhood Housing and Linn Benton Health Equity Alliance), Shelbi Tooley
(Samaritan Intern), Sarah McGregor (Samaritan Intern).
Approval of Minutes from September 25, 2014 meeting. Karen Caul moved to
approve. Melissa Marshall seconded with some clarifications. Motion approved.
Member Comments, Concerns, Feedback for IHN-CCO
Hilary Harrison reported on assisting a mother who had a tough time with the
InterCommunity Health Network (IHN) customer service line. She wrote to Kelley
Kaiser who followed up quickly.
Amy Roy said that it was hard to find out how to get a flu shot. It would be handy
to have it on the website and that the customer service representatives should
have a handy list of flu shot providers for people who call.
Sam Sappington said that he recently learned that Senator Jeff Merkeley was
put on Oregon Health Plan (OHP). Sam Sappington and his partner were also
surprised to be put on OHP. He also talked to a Cover Oregon employee who
said they are swamped with the workload with the re-determinations on close to
1 million people and wonders how they will get through it all. Rebekah says that
they are rolling it out and are trying to concentrate on signing people up rather
than cutting people off.
Announcements:
Rebekah Fowler announced the December Coordinated Care Organization
(CCO) Summit December 3-4 at the Convention Center in Portland. Only 3
people from each CCO are being reimbursed for hotels, but registration is free.

At IHN 1 Person from each county got funding, then others will be funded from
Rebekah’s contract. There may be more travel assistance funding after Oct. 29.
This summit is a time for networking with other CACs and learning about the 8
elements of the CCO Transformation Plan. Topics are around the Transformation
elements. www.transformationcenter.org . There are 1100 registrants so far and
registration will be capped at 1200. CAC (local and regional) members will be
accepted regardless, but guests such as interns should register as soon as
possible.
Next regional Community Advisory Council (CAC) meeting – Lincoln County
November 10 Western Title building Newport, noon to 3
County Update
Mitch Anderson, reported that they are working on formalizing collaboration with
3 counties. They are working on coordination and Ebola information flow. There
is now a contract with trillium for mental health outreach to Philomath and
Corvallis High schools.
Benton County (BC) does a biennial budget so they are looking at the budget
now. Hilary Harrison asked if the Benton County Health Department's budget will
shrink as more money goes to the CCO?. BC Health Center will pilot an
alternative payment as a case rate rather than fee for service. The Federally
Qualified Health Center (FQHC) already gets a federal payment for full cost
reimbursement. That is already in an alternative form. Then all medical services
will be at a case rate. Mental and eviction services are per member per month
rate. Next step would be to try combining them all together for services across
the board. Mental health is a capitation rate for the Benton County OHP
population.
Hilary Harrison asked about the Benton County Health Department's recent
outreach events. How were they? Mitch Anderson said the first did not have
many show up, he doesn't know about the second event. Hilary Harrison asked if
we know how many new members have seen a doctor? Mitch said he didn’t
know but there is still capacity. The Benton county FQHC has capacity for 2000
more members.
Sam Sappington asked Mitch Anderson about the lengthy patient satisfaction
survey he recently took at the FQHC. Is that survey something that all counties
do? Is it something that we can see results that might be helpful?
Mitch Anderson answered that not all clincis do surveys. It is required of the
FQHC. It is just a sampling of that population but it can be made available.
Mitch Anderson said 80% of the patients at the FQHC are Oregon Health Plan
(OHP) members. Of the rest, some are uninsured and some have private
insurance. It used to be 25-30% OHP, then rest uninsured. Now the Affordable
Care Act (ACA) has changed that distribution. Samaritan clinics and Corvallis
clinic also serve OHP members.

Sam Sappington asked how can BLAC get data of where OHP members go for
their care. Mitch Anderson said the patient assignment pilot should be able to
provide that data.
Action: Amy Roy to email Kelley Kaiser and cc Bill Bouska to ask for that data.
Mitch Anderson warned that it will be assignment data, not if they have been
seen at the clinic where they are assigned.
Update – Recruitment
Potential member introductions Sam Sappington has spoken to 5 possibles, 2
are attending. Others are interested and plan to attend. Simon Odentz is also
interested.
Rebekah announced that Stretch was reappointed to CAC, and Lauren
Zimbelman will be appointed as Rocio’s emplacement.
Rebekah suggested that we recruit a voting member of Linn Benton Health
Equity Alliance (LBHEA)because coordinating around equity is part of the CHIP.
Applications have been made available.
New prospects Judy Ball, Marisabel Gouverneur, and Simon Odentz were
offered a chance to ask questions and/or tell something about themselves.
Judy Ball described herself as a policy junky, and has worked with big data. She
knows about difficulties in getting and using data. The report BLAC is working on
is fascinating to her. How will it differ than the state report? There may be
considerable overlap. She is interested in access issues. She did her dissertation
on access and how people respond to financial incentives. Her career was in a
federal government agency for health care research and quality. She worked on
implementation of HIPAA, electronic transactions, and privacy, then substance
abuse and mental health services. She collected data from emergency rooms
and medical examiners. She is not a traditional public health person.
Rebekah Fowler asked if she was interested in this group as part of her addiction
to health policy. She said she didn’t apply initially because there might be others
who were better suited. After watching the CCO in it’s first year or so, she
attended the party at library and was asked to apply.
Simon Odentz is here to liaise with LBHEA. He studied sociology. He doesn’t
have a lot of experience with public health. He is an Americorp Vista volunteer for
Willamette Neighbor Housing. Anne Schuster asked if he plans to stay in the
region? He's not sure yet. He moved to Oregon from Vermont in September.
Stretch McCain asked why he wants to join BLAC. He sees good potential with
CCOs and feels that there needs to be community input. He announced the
November 6 LBHEA meeting at he Darkside Cinema where they will show the
film Unnatural Causes.

Marisabel Gouverneur recieved one of her masters degrees in public health
management. She was also a midwife with Johns Hopkins and worked
internationally to combat infant mortality. She spent 2 years in Afghanistan which
had the highest infant mortality rate in human history. She assessed the many
causes of infant mortality. She was hired out by Johns Hopkins to the United
Nations and the report showed huge changes. In the United States she helped
very young mothers to see hope in their lives and continue their educations. Lots
of access issues there. Also taught in Baltimore and maternal health abroad.
Then she taught nursing. She has always been interested in public health. Her
most recent work was for Benton County in public health. She was a public
health program manager. She learned personnally about access to care after
having a car accident. She is very concerned about adult dental care. Dental
care for youth has been improved a lot but adults are far behind.
She speaks Spanish, English. French. Italian. She was sent to Indonesia for 2
weeks because of tsunami, but ended up staying 2 years. While she was there
she learned Bahasa.
Update - Communication Coordination Committee (CCC):
Melissa Marshall is the Liaison for BLAC.
Melissa Marshall reported on the last meeting. They discussed how many people
each of the local groups should be sending. Decided on 2 to keep the committee
small. OK if there is an alternate, but would prefer a regular group.
The committee looked at the Health Impact Areas (HIAs) from each county.
Reviewing is an opportunity to have an impact. There will be another meeting this
week. Each county is in charge of one HIA plus a share of the access HIA.
Benton will be in charge of mental/behavioral health for all counties, Linn for
maternal and child health for all counties, Lincoln for chronic disease for all
counties.
They will be using the checklist for CHIP and guidance document for the CHIP
(OHA). The report on how the CCO is doing towards the CHIP is due July 1,
2015.
Rebekah Fowler reported the the committees are still trying to figure out what the
task will be. It will be very useful for figuring out how to procede as an advisory
committee. BLAC members are here to help improve the health and well being of
OHP members. but are also required to report and monitor. How is it being
monitored? Is the CCO checking off a box by handing out a flier that no one will
read? It may take a few years, but are they on a path to improvement? Lawrence
Eby clarified that we want not to just get it done, but is it making a difference?
This will help the CCO if we are pushing them on that. Rebekah Fowler gets the
sense that Kelley Kaiser does not want to just check the box, she really wants to
make changes, and we can help by keeping things in front of Kelley.
Joe Zaerr asked a procedural question about theCCC. How does this committee
relate to the CAC? Is it a subcommittee of the CAC? Does it report back to the
CAC and get approval of the CAC? Does the CAC have a say over the decisions
that the CCC makes?
Lawrence Eby answered that yes the CCC will answer and report to the CAC.

Rebekah Fowler said that this will help the Local Advisory Committees (LACs)
decide what to do. BLAC should do a brainstorming session with issue brief type
ideas. Is there something that this group can get behind? Also, the formation of
the CCC was in the CAC charter.
Joe Zaerr was concerned that if the local committees are assigned parts of the
report, and then they put in a lot of time, CAC needs to be kept updated so that
the report isn’t rejected when it finally gets to CAC for final approval.
Rebekah Fowler proposed that the liaisons report back about what the other
LACs are doing so that nothing is a surprise.The CAC and LACs will be figuring
out what data there is and what data is needed.
Proposal that BLAC takes on all three counties of behavior health, and one third
of Access. Give Melissa some leeway . Rebekah is asking providers, counties,
and CCO to provide us with data.
Approved by consensus.
Next Meetings
Hilary Harrison proposed that instead of November and December meetings we
meet Dec. 12, same place and time to avoid conflicts with Thanksgiving and
Christmas holidays.
Approved by consensus.
Review of CHIP
Members should reread the behavior health part of the CCO CHIP and also read
The mental/behaviour health sections of the 3 county CHIPs.
Page 23 CCO CHIP is behavioral health.
Rebekah Fowler has submitted to CCC a tracking spreadsheet. It may not be
good for printing, but could be adapted.
Hilary Harrison asked how we go about getting data. Rebekah says we are
negotiating with the providers etc. to get data.
Mitch says we don’[t need to track activities necessarily, but what are the results.
We will find that one year is not enough. So we need to track results, and we
recommend that the CCO implement things to address those issues. We need to
hear from CCO about what they are doing, but we need to decide what data we
want to track so that we get a baseline.
Sam Sappington said we need to track the efforts that are being implemented.
Some efforts don’t even have baseline data.
Melissa said at the CCC will figure out what kind of data is needed and will make
up some sort of template.
Lawrence Eby said the CHIP was not developed to find what was being done
wrong, we were looking for what the community needed. The CHIP is what we
thought was most needed. How does the guidance document and checklist from
Oregon Health Authority (OHA) fit in with the CHIP? Rebekah Fowlers said the
CHIP addressed the guidelines. First we need an assessment level of where we

are in our progress. Kelley feels that this is a community driven CHIP. She feels
confident that if we keep to the CHIP, and we track how it changed practice and
impacted someone’s health. Then by looking at the guidelines we can look for
what might be missing. We can’t equate the activity with success. Need to also
see if there are numbers that show improvement. What data is already there?
Community health assessment alignment project. Lauren Zimbelman will attend
next meeting. She can help CACs sort the data questions. We can also look into
has anyone else done this? How long did it take to get results? So we know what
sort of time frame to expect.
Action: Before the December 12 meeting, members should read the CHIPs.
Stretch McCain reported he wrote a Letter to the Editor about people driving with
bright lights on. He is also working with the Gazette-Times on an article about the
homeless population.
Public Comments: No public comments.
Adjourn 1:35 PM
Next meeting: December 12 , Sunset Building 10:30 - 1:30pm

Benton Local Advisory Committee (BLAC) Minutes
Friday, December 12, 2014
Benton County Sunset Building, 10:30 AM – 1:30 PM
Note: attach spreadsheet.
Call To Order: Meeting was called to order by Chair, Hilary Harrison at 10:35
AM.
Introductions:
Present: Hilary Harrison (Chair),Sam Sappington (Co-Chair), Amy Roy
(Secretary), Richard McCain, Sr. (Stretch), Melissa Marshall, Karen Caul, Anne
Schuster, Michael Volpe, Joe Zaerr, Lauren Zimbelman (Project Coordinator for
the Regional Health Assessment).
Ex-Officio: Lawrence Eby (CAC Chair), Rebekah Fowler (CAC Coordinator),
Mitch Anderson (Director, Benton County Health Department), Bill Bouska
(Oregon Health Authority Innovator Agent)
Absent (with apology): All Present!
Guests: Marisabel Gouverneur, Judy Ball, Deborah Morera (Caregiver to Michael
Volpe) Betty Johnson (Health Care for All Oregon and Mid-Valley Health Care
Advocates), Jessica Deas (Benton County Public Health Planner), Tatiana
Dierwechter (Benton County Health Department), Joy Gipson
Approval of Minutes from October 24, 2014 meeting. Karen Caul moved to
approve. Anne Schuster seconded approved with correction of spelling of
Lawrence Eby's name.
Membership Update
Sam Sappington moved that Judy Ball and Marisabel Gouverneur be added to
the Committee. Amy Roy seconded. Motion approved.
Stretch McCain asked about the dental aspect of the Oregon Health Plan (OHP).
Marisabel Gouverneur responded that she is very interested in dental health.
Amy Roy remarked that both Judy Ball and Marisabel Gouverneur are highly
qualified and experienced and she looks forward to working with them.
Sam Sappington moved, Karen Caul seconded the inclusion of Lauren
Zimbelman on the Committee. Motion approved.
Hilary Harrison officially thanked Anne Schuster for serving on the committee and
congratulated her on her election to the county commission. Anne said that this
would be her last meeting as an official BLAC member.
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Anne Schuster asked how many more openings and who is needed to fill out the
diversity of the committee. Sam Sappington responded that we have a diversity
matrix that will be updated for further recruitment. Rebekah Fowler said that
BLAC could use an active member of Linn Benton Health Equity Alliance
(LBHEA). Anne Schuster said that since the BLAC focus on the CHIP
assessment is mental health, recruiting members in that field might be useful.
Hilary Harrison suggested recruiting from Head Start and Melissa Marshall
agreed to reach out there.
Coordinate Care Model Summit – Feedback and Review
Raise of hands showed most people at meeting attended the Dec. 3-4 meeting in
Portland. InterCommunity Health Network-Coordinated Care Organization (IHNCCO) Community Advisory Council/Committee (CAC) members had the most
people at the summit.
Day 1 pre-meetings. Karen Caul couldn’t hear very well because 5 groups were
in one room. She met with Liz Baxter. She learned that lots of CACs have trouble
recruiting members and getting people to attend meetings. Rebekah Fowler
didn’t learn anything new, as the other CACs seem to be more challenged with
community engagement than IHN-CCO. People wanted to hear what IHN-CCO
CAC is doing. Some CCOs have people on their CAC but they are not engaged
or do not attend meetings. Rebekah Fowler feels good about how well BLAC is
engaged.
Evening session for CAC leaders. Hilary Harrison attended this. Her takeaway
was primarily that there was good energy. Some areas have a lot of people from
the public show up. Hood River area has 40 Oregon Health Plan (OHP)
members show up. Her frustration was that there wasn’t time to talk to that CAC
about what they do to get so many to attend and give input.
Sam Sappington was interested to hear from other CACs, each one having an
insurance company connected to it. Other regions have different relationships
with their CCOs than this CAC has with IHN-CCO, since Samaritan with the
hospital and providers are major players in the state. Lawrence Eby says that
Samaritan is a major health insurance provider but that IHN-CCO deals with the
OHP Medicaid population. Karen Caul said the crossover is that the Samaritan
system does care for the majority of the population, both OHP and privately
insured.
Hilary Harrison had a perspective as a lay person chairing the BLAC. Many have
professionals chairing CACs so there was a bit of an us vs them attitude. IHNCCO has done a good job of involving vibrant voices of community members
who aren't paid professionals. Some other CACs did not have that feeling of
community involvement.
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Tatiana Dierwechter attended CCO/public health relationships. A Benton County
team was on the panel sharing what they have done and learned. 3 county public
health people had a chance to spend time with IHN-CCO professionals.
Stories from 3 CCOs – first lunchtime session. Rebekah Fowler said the big
message was "Oregon, you’re on the cutting edge, the country is watching you."
"Fail often and fail forward"- Don Berwick. Others states need to learn from
Oregon's experiences. Most explorers are lost a lot of the time before they make
it to their destination. There isn’t a map for this health transformation.
Hilary Harrison heard from Dr. Berwick about the confiscation of resources by
health care. How much the US spends on health care compared to other
countries. Where else can that money be used?
Joe Zaerr said commented on the CCO panel telling their experiences. He said t
he common thread was that they had local cooperation. Dr. Berwick said the way
forward is through cooperation at the grass roots level.
Marisabel Gouverneur noted that Dr. Berwick said that we must not ignore the
issues of racism and economic inequality that makes our health system
inadequate.
Mike Volpe heard that 90% of health is in the community. That where a person
lives, works, the environment, society, family history, and personal behavior have
a big impact on health. Look to the 90% of what impacts health – 40% personal,
30% family history 20% environmental/social.
Sam Sappington attended CCO 101 breakout. It was a good basic primer. He
was struck by the creative thinking and commitment around forming the public
private partnership between private insurance companies and county health
departments.
Hilary Harrison and others went to the CHIP (Community Health Improvement
Plan) breakout. There was no big light bulb moment (Stretch McCain). Just
people talking about how they did it. Hilary Harrison noticed southern Oregon
CAC had a community collaborative and hired a consultant. Interesting to see a
different way of approaching the CHIP
Spreading coordinated care model breakout. Joe Zaerr reported it was about
where do we go from here getting new patients into coordinated care? The plan
is to add OEBB, PEBB, and Medicare. Then the whole system will be much more
powerful and able to make more reforms.
Joe Zaerr went to evening halfway aborted CAC session. There was confusion
about where the room was. There were only 12 to 14 who managed to find it.
There was a presentation about patient safety. Other CAC members wanted
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more education about how to go about their job. They wanted to participate in the
Liz Baxter presentation that the IHN-CCO CAC had.
Karen Caul went to the dinner. She had some good dinner table conversations.
These conversations got interrupted a number of times which made it less
productive and enjoyable. It was trying to be both social and business, but didn’t
manage to do both. There was not very much chance for networking. The dinner
was poorly attended because people couldn’t find it and the presentation about
liability. Rebekah Fowler attended a talk for CAC Coordinators, but mostly it was
a presentation of “What is an Innovator agent?” and she felt that would have
been better handled between each Innovator and his or her CAC Coordinator;
she felt that she is familiar with with Bill Bouska’s role (Innovator Agent to IHNCCO)

Day 2 December 4,
Morning Plenary. Karen Caul liked the idea that mouth and brain are connected
to the body and that they need to be treated that way. Debra added that Kelly
Hall’s Health Leads program was really inspiring. Doctor writing a prescription for
food was inspiring for her addressing the social determinants of health. Pairing
people who are having issues with community health workers who need help
outside the doctor's office was another takeaway.
Early learning hub breakout. Rebekah Fowler said there have been some
interesting accomplishments. They have made parenting handbooks like where
to go when your child is sick and your child’s oral health. IHN-CCO's contract
with the Early Learning Hub (ELH) will start January 2015.
Incentive measures. Tatiana Dierwechter attended this session. In general it’s
important to learn more about incentive measures. There are measures that have
direct overlap with early learning hubs. It’s not as visible as other work. It left
Sam Sappington with questions about if the CAC can be helping at all to help
IHN-CCO meet the metrics because IHN-CCO didn’t meet them all. Bill Bouska
said that on Jan. 15 there will be another progress report with 2014 data. It will
be first 6 months of 2014 data.
NEXT STEP – schedule Bill Bouska to present on this progress report in January
meeting.
Dental Integration – Mike Volpe liked the message that there needs to be care
through out life from “womb to tomb.” Stretch McCain asked the presenter about
needing dentures and h and can’t get them on OHP. He needs teeth to eat
healthy food. He needs more health care because he can’t eat well without teeth.
He felt his question not answered satisfactorily.
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Karen Caul said it was exciting to hear dental integration projects going on. In
Denver they have dental care in pediatrics office. Marisabel Gouverneur said the
key was that you could go for an appointment and also see the dentist
(hygienist). Marisabel Gouverneur said that when she was working with HIV
patients and the mothers would bring children to receive care but wouldn’t go to
their own appointments, they arranged for mothers to have care at the same
time as their kids and then lots more mothers got HIV care.
Amy Roy talked about diabetes study. The study found that providing diabetes
patients with dental care could save money in emergency room and in-patient
care.
Lunch Plenary. Hilary Harrison like the Chinese finger trap image. We need to
come together not pull apart.
Joe Zaerr said that Dr. Coleman reminded the audience to not make
assumptions about the patient, ask the patient. Karen Caul liked Dr. Coleman's
story about helping his mother through her health care needs. Before you know it
you get pushed out the other side. The idea that you can teach a person to use
the walker before surgery. We already know that there are components that help
people take care of themselves. They need to do them.
Tatiana Dierwechter was interested to hear Dr. Coleman speak about work being
done in other parts of the country. Oregon has building momentum because of
focus on collaboration and community engagement. Equity is driving this work.
Alternative payments. Amy Roy talked about improvements from last year. She
learned that each CCO being required to have one in 2015. Mitch Anderson said
that IHN-CCO doing a true alternative payment pilot with the Benton County
health clinic, Samaritan Internal Medicine, and a clinic in Lebanon.
Lawrence Eby attended the Patient Centered Primary Care Home breakout
and didn’t hear much new.
Early findings and lessons breakout. Rebekah Fowler said OHA is doing a
study of ranking CCOs on health outcomes and utilization, controlling for certain
variables. CCO member experience of Care survey is being done across the
state. BLAC members expressed a desire to see the results or at least the
questions. OHA is also studying the finances. CCOs are being told their own
ranking but not that of others.
NEXT STEP: Rebekah Fowler will see if the survey questions are available.
Amy Roy attended about patients as partners breakout. She reported learning
about how community health workers can take time with "non-compliant" patients
to find out what is happening in their lives that keeps them from following
through. She liked this session because it didn't use as much medical jargon as
some of the others that assumed a certain amount of medical knowledge.
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Hilary Harrison's overall comment on the summit was that she was impressed by
the theme of wellness. What happened to somebody, not what’s wrong with
somebody. That was a big change to the recognition of meeting people where
they are at.
Lawrence Eby added that he is on CCO board. They had a board meeting this
week. Board members are the ultimate decision makers and they were not part
of the summit. The CAC has a responsibility to feed information to the board and
needs to put flesh and bones on the CHIP for the board and administrators. He
asked BLAC for help in informing the board of the issues and the significance of
what we did in the CHIP.
Marisabel Gouverneur liked the intersection of health care and not making
assumptions about people, meeting people where they are at. If these things are
considered, then big changes can occur.
Betty Johnson attended the session evaluating CCOs. One of the evaluations
had a control group and compared people who are in CCO and those not in a
CCO. The quality was 5 times better for those in CCO than those not in CCO.
Lawrence Eby added that at one of the Board meetings Larry Mullins talked
about going to his primary care clinic and all the new things they are doing
because of the CCO influence on patients. Betty Johnson said the doctors she
has talked with have emphasized that they are not going to give different care to
OHP members compared to other patients.
County Update by Mitch Anderson. The budgeting process is moving along over
the next 6 months. The Governor's budget just came out. Funding generally
looks good or at least stable for behavioral health services. Concerning on the
public health side. Very small increase in public health which will be a large
decrease because of lack of matching Federal funds.
Working with Trillium to have a mental health presence in every public school.
Jean Nelson met fidelity with her program. Meeting fidelity means meeting the
standards. CCO contracts say they need to have assertive community treatment
teams and they need to meet fidelity.
Health Department is in discussion with CCO to be one of the pilots for
alternative payment methods and may start as early as January. This will help
with funding for health navigators as part of a primary care team. Side comment PCPCH challenge is that you can’t change the practice until the funding changes.
Samaritan Internal Medicine will pilot, as well as one practice in Lincoln County.
Sam Sappington asked about other CCOs doing alt. Payments methods.
Changing methods can help restructure the clinic to change from seeing as many
patients as possible per day. It might be better to meet as a team and decide
what the patient needs instead of just getting the visits done for the day to pay
the bill. There can be phone visits. They are hoping to go live on January 1 once
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contract is signed. This is not capitation, payment is based on members who are
served. Called a case rate.
Mental health services for seniors with care coordination. There was funding for
that but who should it go to? Decided it would go to mental health. They are
pleased to have the resource but not pleased with how it’s divided up. Instead of
of CCO regions, the region includes Polk and Yamhill counties. Anne Schuster
asked who has oversight of Trillium in the schools. They are developing
agreements with each school. Benton County will do global oversight. Last 6
months of school year will be a pilot with feedback.
Regional CAC November Meeting
Melissa Marshall reported. Vice chair seat is to be filled. Vice chair would be on
Executive Committee and Communication and Coordination Committee (CCC),
would preside over CAC meetings when Chair not available. Needs to be on the
regional CAC. They should apply via Rebekah Fowler. There are 56,781 IHNCCO enrollees as of October which is a 2% increase in new members. CAC
minutes available here. Judy Ball asked about dual eligible people who are not in
the CCO. Was there more discussion about why that is? It was not talked about
at CAC. David Bigelow gave update on capacity. They are still working on
meeting demand in the Lincoln County area which has only 2 dental providers.
Rebekah Fowler said that CAC wants to ask the local CACs to do some work.
Tasks of CAC is to make an assessment and adopt a CHIP. That is ongoing. Also
tasked with creating an annual report on the progress of the CHIP. CAC has
asked LACs to share Access to Health and each county take one other. Benton
County will take Behavioral Health. Local committees need to think about how to
do the work and what we need from Rebekah Fowler, Bill Bouska, and the CCO.
Communication Coordination Committee. Melissa Marshall said there was
motion and approval of the CCC work plan.
Rebekah Fowler introduced page 21-27 of the CHIP and the spreadsheet she
made to reflect it. Attach spreadsheet)
LACs need to fill out the progress we would like to see.
Melissa Marshall noted that outcomes on many measures will not be available for
years. Hilary Harrison asked for a clear idea of what BLAC needs to do.
Rebekah Fowler says the CAC is preparing to receive the information from the
CCO. BLAC should get familiar with OHA guidelines and quality metrics.
Karen Stephenson took all the quality and state metrics at the time and
separated them by Health Impact Area. It would be useful for BLAC to look at
each activity we have and see which metric may be moved by that activity.
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Next steps for this group- Melissa Marshall- there needs to be good
communication between county committees.
Judy Ball asked how CHIP outcomes match up with state metrics. Rebekah
Fowler replied that CHIP is goals and strategies, now we need to look for what
outcomes we want. Mitch Anderson suggested that the work for these groups is
to go back to the goal statements and the CCO will report on activities. How will
we know if CCO is successful at that goal and how do we measure that? CAC is
here to critique the CCO on whether or not they are improving the health of the
community being served
Mitch Anderson said BLAC should go back to the goals and ask how we can
measure this? Look for a CCO metric that would line up with this goal If it is not
addressed in the metrics, then where can we go to get that kind of data? Hilary
Harrison said for example we may need to get youth suicide data. Lawrence Eby
said we don’t need to confine ourselves to the CCO metrics, we can find what we
need to know to measure our CHIP. We don’t want to measure by the activity, but
by the outcome. Hilary Harrison asked who to call on. Mitch Anderson said
Lauren Zimbelman can be a link. For example want youth suicide decreased in
proportion to population, also need to have a time line to see how long to see the
change. It may take 5 years to move the bar. Anne Schuster suggested that there
may be a need for data of attempted suicides and can we get that data? Mitch
Anderson said there are ER reports and other resources, but first we have to say
what we want.
Next steps- work on behavioral health. Who should we consult to find out
measurement capacity? Joe Zaerr suggested a subcommittee for taking the first
5 goals and figuring out what metric we want to use. Mitch Anderson suggested
this is important for the whole committee. Pick on goal on behavioral health and
at next meeting walk through getting the measurements for it. Then break up into
Benton County Committees and have each one work on one goal.
Action. January meeting entire group will work on goal 1 on behavioral health.
Each member come with an idea to measure that goal and look at quality metrics
to see if any of them match up.
Rebekah Fowler- ask Transformation Center about survey questions.
Benton County committee volunteers Judy Ball
Transformation Center Update and redetermination. Bill Bouska reported that
for those going through the marketplace, December 15 is an important date. For
current OHP members, many need to go through the redetermination. OHP
members need to turn in that form that comes with the letter.
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Bill Bouska encourages people to pay attention to our elected officials and talk to
them about health care. Governor Kitzhaber's budget recommendation is out.
Betty Johnson said that she could speak on legislative issues at the next
meeting. There is the Basic Health Bill, the Universal Health Care Bill, and the
Study Bill. Hilary Harrison asked Mitch Anderson if that is OK. He said that we
can gain information as long as it’s information not advocating.
Next Step- add Betty Johnson to agenda.
Judy Ball asked if all the redeterminations are done on paper. Bill Bouska said
there is an online application for OHP, but that redeterminations are on paper.
Online is preferred method for applications but people should not do multiple
applications. Oregon will adopt the Kentucky system for OHP applications.
Federal marketplace will be used for private insurance, and OHP will use the
Kentucky product. Tatiana said a Benton County Health navigator can help with
that process. Joe Zaerr said there are several organizations that you can access
League of women voters watches the legislature, health care for all Oregon
keeps close track. Those are good opportunities to be informed and active.
Adjourn 1:35 PM
Next meeting: January 23, 2015, Sunset Building 10:30 – 1:30pm
January 12, 2015, Regional CAC meeting Sunset Building 2-5 pm.
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